2005–2011 Handwoven Index

KEYS

Issue abbreviations
JF = January/February
MA = March/April
MJ = May/June
SO = September/October
ND = November/December

Projects are followed by bracketed [ ] abbreviations indicating the shaft number and loom type if other than a regular floor loom.

Loom abbreviations
RH = rigid heddle
F = frame loom
P = peg or pin loom
C = card/tablet weave
I = inkle loom
T = tapestry loom
D = dobby loom

SUBJECT INDEX

AFGHANS, BLANKETS, THROWS; SEE ALSO SADDLE BLANKETS
An Alpaca Blanket for Soft Winter Warmth (Taylor, Nancy).
JF05:40–42 [8]

Blooming Leaf Throw in 4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave (Cortelyou, Louise H.).
ND05:64–66 [4]; correction, MJ06:73

Brighten a Breakfast Nook with Table Linens and a Throw (Hammer, Christina).
MJ09:38–40 [2, RH]

A Cool Blue Bedspread for a Cool Kid’s Room (Rautiainen, Marja).
SO08:56–57 [8]

Crazy Twill for an Easy-to-Make Blanket. (Li, Wai-Kwan).
JF08:28–30 [4]; correction, MA08:30–32 [4]

Ditching Throw: Reinvent Yarn with a Spinning Wheel (Gipson, Liz).
SO09:56–58 [4]

A Doublewide Blanket on a Mid-Size Loom (Knisely, Tom).
MA10:30–32 [4]

Grand Canyon Throw (Alderman, Sharon).

A Lush, Brushed Blanket (Moncrief, Liz).

Soft Pillows and a Lacy Blanket (Hagenbruch, Rita).
MJ08:34–37 [4]

Soft, Textured Surfaces for a Luscious Throw (Fortin, Sarah).
JF10:48–49 [8]

Stadium Blanket in a Soft Worsted-Weight MerinoYarn (Ayers, Diane).
SO10:62–63 [2–16]

Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon).
ND06:62–64 [4, 10]

A Twill Color Gamp Doubles as a Cozy Studio Nap Blanket (Spady, Robyn).
ND08:40–42 [4]

Upholstery and a Throw for Vintage Chairs (Fortin, Sarah).
MJ08:46–49 [4, 8]

Warp Once, Weave Two Throws—or More (McCleure, Julie).
SO09:60–62 [6]

Wool Afghan with Natural-Dye Accent (Piroch, Sigrud).
MJ09:44–46 [8]

ALPACA YARN
An Alpaca Blanket for Soft Winter Warmth (Taylor, Nancy).
JF05:40–42 [8]

Alpaca Scarf (Solbrig, Dorothy).
MJ09:60–61 [8]

A Cushy Alpaca Pillow for a First Project in Knitting Yarns (Bestor, Leslie Ann).
SO10:46–47 [RH, 4]

Deflected Doubleweave (Underwood, Mary).
MA10:38–39 [8]

A Shawl in Spindle-Spun Andean Alpaca Yarn (Ligon, Linda).

Soft, Textured Surfaces for a Luscious Throw (Fortin, Sarah).
JF10:48–49 [8]

Twill Pillows in Buffalo and Alpaca Yarn (Selby, Alice).
MJ09:64–65 [8]

ALTERGOTT, SHARON
A Great Way to Spend Almost Three Decades (Altergott, Sharon).
MJ07:96

ALVAREZ, NILDA CALLAÑAUPA
Peruvian Weaver Honored at the Mountain Institute. ND07:24

ANIMALS; SEE TOYS AND GAMES
APRONS
Say It with an Apron! (Kaestner, Christina).
JF11:28

Use Sectional Warping for Easy Warp Stripes (Blumenthal, Betsy).

ATWATER BRONZON LACE; SEE BRONSON LACE

BABIES AND CHILDREN, WEAVING FOR
Baptismal Gown (Corwin, Jennifer).
JF11:28

A New Look at Threading M’s and O’s (Farling, Kathleen).

A Summer Party Dress with Huck Lace Hearts (Jaastad, Sandee).
MJ05:60–62 [8]

Waffle-Weave Baby Blanket (Liles, Suzie).

Weaving as Chicken Soup (Elkins, Barbara).
MA08:56–58 [4]

BAGS
Checkers, Anyone? A Rep Runner for Holiday Games (Coifman, Lucienne).
SO05:48–51 [4, 8]

Custom Checkbook Cover in Contemporary Overshot (Good, Liz).
MA07:44–46

Doggie Bags—for Dogs! (Setzer, Jo Anne).
SO06:36–38 [4]

Dress Up Your Electronics: Covers for a Laptop and iPod (Wainright, Barbara).
SO07:52–54 [4]

Embellish Handwoven Bags with Needleletting (Monaghan, Kathleen).
JF09:52–54 [4]

Embroidered Wool Bag in Bulky Knitting Yarns (Meisel, Stefanie).
ND05:44–47 [2, 4]

Farkle Game Bags in Summer and Winter (Hoover, Joan Sheridan).
SO07:60–62 [8]

A Felted Bag for Your Weaving Tools (Shelmidine, Deborah).
ND08:28–30 [P]

Felted Floats for Unique Pattern Stripes (Almanza, Claudia).
SO07:44–46 [8]

Felted Hat and Purse (Shelmidine, Deborah).
JF09:28–31 [P]

Flower-Power Handwoven Handbags (de Waele, Jill).

Go on a Treasure Hunt in Your Weaving Library (Lange-McKibben, Kate, et al.).

A Honeycomb Bag in Black and White (Bleweiss, Suzie).

Linen and Lace Bag: A Student’s First Project (Landry, Lizzie).
JF06:40–42 [4]

Meet the Weavers of Estudio 56 in São Paulo, Brazil. SO07:32–33

Padded Yoga Mat, Pillow, and Matching Carrier (Liles, Suzie).

Patchwork Purses in Handwoven Silk (Sanderson, Diana, with Kendra Cooper).
SO07:56–59 [8]

Pick-Up Pattern in “Mock-Satin” Damask (Irwin, Alison).
ND10:54–56 [4]; correction, JJ12:73

Pretty Party Purses in Rep for Quick Weaving Fun (French, Louise).
SO05:52–55 [4, 8]

Recycled Sari Silk for a Tote and “Padfolio” (Bleweiss, Sue).

SO07:48–51 [2, 4]

Sailors Take Warning: Purse (Lowenstein, Berna).
ND07:68–69, 72–73 [4]

A Shaggy-Bag-Story Bag (Ligon, Linda).
SO08:38–39 [RH, 2]

Show Off Your Yarn with Honeycomb (Liles, Suzie).
MA06:44–46 [4]

Small-Scale Velvet for an Evening Bag (Spady, Robyn).

Sturdy Rag Totes (Rose, Dinah).
SO07:40–42 [2, 4]

Versatile Miniatures in Lee's Surrender (Homann, Karen).
MA07:40–42 [4]

Weave a Tapestry Bag on a Box (Swett, Sarah).
JF08:32–35 [F]

Weaving on the Go: Tiny Evening Bags on a Weavelette Loom (Leary, Catherine).
SO07:38–39 [P]

Yoga Mat Carrier (Bleweiss, Sue).
SO07:34–36 [2, 4]

BAMBOO YARN
Bamboo. MA08:64–65; correction, MJ08:7

Bamboo Meets Angora for a Very Soft Scarf (Schultz, Loralee).

A Bamboo Shawl in Shadow Weave (Lynde, Robbin).
ND06:32–34 [4]; correction, JJ07:7

A Guide to Designing for Weaving with a New Yarn (Murphy, Marilyn).
SO10:38–39 [2, 4]

Bumpy Bamboo Scarves in M’s and O’s (Rucker, Barbara Layton).
JF10:52–54 [4, 6]; correction, MA10:73

Cashmere/Silk and Bamboo Shawl (Wilcox, Carry).
SO10:48–49 [8]

Hippari Kimono Woven in Bamboo (Sanderson, Norma).
JF05:36–38 [8]

Winter Lace: Shawls and Scarves (Lange-McKibben, Kate).
MA08:48–55 [4, 8]

Play with Layers for Doubleweave Scarves (Moore, Jennifer).
JF10:34–35 [5]

Soy Silk and Bamboo Scarf (Smayda, Norma).

Winter Lace: Shawls in Doup Leno (Albert, Marveynly).
ND06:48–51 [2, 4]

BAJARDI, MORGAN
Spotlight: Morgan Bajardi, The Next Generation. FF11:18

BANDS: SEE BELTS, BANDS, SASHES

BASKETRY
A Tisket, a Tasket, a Ply-Split Basket (French, Louise).
ND11:68–69
BASKETWEAVE
Crazy Twist for an Easy-to-Make Blanket. (Li, Wai-Kwan). JF08: 28–30 [4]; correction, MA08:7
For a Perfect Fit Try Draping
(Lancaster, Daryl). ND05:56–60 [4]
A Fluffy Mat for a Cat Using Handwoven Chenille Weft (Piroch, Sigrid). SO06:52–55 [2, 4]
Set a Spring Table with Light and Lively Linen and Lace (Kaestner, Tracy). MA08:34–37 [4]
Showing Off Novelty Yarns (Spady, Robyn). MJ08:30–33 [4]
Twill and Basketweave Stripes on Four Shafts (Spady, Robyn). MA11:38–39 [4]
You Can Weave Clothing on a Very Narrow Loom! (McKay, Nancy). SO09:36–38 [RH]
BEADS WITH WEAVING
Add Beading to Fabric for Artful Accessories (Staff-Koetter, Sandra, and Rebecca Laurence). MA09:42–43 [6]
Beaded Bands on a Bow Loom (Romatka, Marilyn). MJ11:66–67
A Knitted Look for Scarves: Handwoven in Bead Leno (Albert, Marvelyn). SO06:48–51 [4, 8]; correction, ND06:
Peacock Scarf (Kitcchin, Cindie). MA06:36–38 [8]
BEDFORD CORD; SEE CORD WEAVES
BEDSPREADS; SEE AFGHANS, BLANKETS, THROWS
BELTS, BANDS, SASHES
Beaded Bands on a Bow Loom (Romatka, Marilyn). MJ11:66–67
Hair Shashes of Mexico and Guatemala (Ventura, Carol). JF11:25
BEGINNER’S CORNER (DEPT.)
Adapting Projects (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO06:14
Finding Resources (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA07:14
Finding Resources (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF07:14
How Much Yarn Do You Need?
(van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ08:15
Make It Your Own! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO07:14–15
Make Weaving Fun (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ05:14
New Step-by-Step Warping Directions (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO06:14
No More Fear of Color! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA08:14–15
On the Edge. (van der Hoogt). JF08:14–15
Summer and Winter Resources (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ06:14
Teaching Beginning Weaving (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF06:14
Tie One On! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND07:14–15
Warp Colors (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO05:14
Warp Knots (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND05:14
Washing Handwoven Fabrics (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF05:14
Weaving for Show or Sale (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA06:14
Winding Multicolored Warps (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA05:14
Yarn Substitutions (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ07:15
BEIDERWAND
A Weaver's Challenge and an Old Book (Liles, Suzie, and Madelyn van der Hoogt). SO00:44–47 [6, 8]
BELTS, BANDS, SASHES
Bands, Bands, Bands, and More Bands! (Ehler, Christi Eales). ND03:30–32 [I]
Corkscrew Necklace (Polak, Gudrun). ND08:62 [T]
Neon Lights Belt on an Inkle Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND05:76–77 [I]
A Pincushion Necklace for You or Your Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND08:32–33 [I]
BOOKLINES
A Weaver's Bookshelf. MA09:10
BLANKETS; SEE AFGHANS, BLANKETS, THROWS
BLOCK DESIGN
Best Block-Weaving Practices (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND11:27
Block Weave Basics: Using a Profile Draft (Chiu, Tien). ND11:28–29
Unit Weaves, Profile Drafts, and the Weave-Along (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND11:30–32
BLOUSES, SHIRTS, TOPS
Southwest Swing Top (Munroe, Irene Torruella). SO11:26–27, 56 [2, 4]
BOAS; SEE SCARVES
BOLIVIA, WEAVING IN
Festival Clothing in Bolivia (Samake, Cynthia Lecomant). JF11:27
Motifs in Bolivian Cloth (Waddington, Laverne). JF11:26
BOOKMARKS
Bookmarks and a Polychrome Challenge (Keasbey, Doramay). MJ06:56–59 [8]
BOW-LOOM PROJECTS
Beaded Bands on a Bow Loom (Romatka, Marilyn). MJ11:66–67
BOUCLE; SEE YARNS, NOVELTY
BOUNDWEAVE; SEE ALSO WOVEN FACES
BOYD, DORIS
Our Weaving Divas: A Tribute (Donde, Karen). MA07:76–77
BRAIDS, TRIMS, TAPES
Learn Ply-Splitting with Two Summer Trivets (Walker, Barbara). MA11:40–42
A Tisket, a Tasket, a Ply-Split Basket (French, Louise). ND11:68–69
BRESS, HELENE
A Conversation with a Lucky Weaver. SO05:27
Spotlight: Helene Bress. MA08:10–11
BRIGHTON HONEYCOMB
BRONSON LACE (AKA ATWATER-BRONSON LACE); SEE ALSO SPOT BRONSON
Brighten a Breakfast Nook with Table Squares and a Throw (Hammel, Christina). MJ08:30–52 [4]
Butterfly Runner (Hagenbruch, Rita). MJ11:40–41 [8]
Cashmere/Silk and Bamboo Shawl (Wilcox, Carry). SO10:48–49 [8]
Hot Summer Colors for a Runner in Atwater-Bronson Lace (Walker, Barbara). MJ05:38–40 [4]; correction, SO05:
Lace, Color, and Bamboo Yarn for Shawls and Scarves (Lange-McKibben, Kate). MA08:48–55 [4, 8]
A Lace Primer (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA08:60–61
One-Skein Scarf (Gipson, Liz). MJ09:52–54 [RH]
Striped Runner in Overshot and Lace (Walker, Barbara). ND09:52–53 [8]
A Weaver’s Challenge and an Old Book (Liles, Suzie, and Madelyn van der Hoogt). SO08:44–47 [6, 8]
Weaving as Chicken Soup (Elkins, Barbara). MA08:56–58 [4]
BROOKS BOUQUET
A Kitchen Valance in Brooks Bouquet (Ross, Mariellen). MA09:50–51 [RH, 2]
BROWN, RACHEL
A Conversation with a Venerable Weaver. MA06:30–31
BRULAND, KIRIS
Website Hosts Over 30,000 Drafts. JF05:25
BUFFALO
Spotlight: American Buffalo. MJ09:19
Twill Pillows in Buffalo and Alpaca Yarn (Selby, Alice). MO09:64–65 [8]
BULLTHISTLE RAG ENTERPRISE (BUSINESS)
Doing Good Work: Bullthistle Rag Enterprise. JF07:27
BURTON, DOROTHY
Our Weaving Divas: A Tribute (Donde, Karen). MA07:76–77
BUSINESS TIPS
House Warps: A New Site for Selling. ND08:8
The Secret of Sales. MA08:24–25
CANNAS VEWE
Set a Spring Table with Light and Lively Linen and Lace (Keastner, Tracy). MA08:34–37 [4]
CAPES; SEE SHAWLS, RUANAS, CAPES, PONCHOS
CASHMERE YARN
One Skein Scarf (Gipson, Liz). MJ09:52–54 [RH]
Cashmere/Silk and Bamboo Shawl (Wilcox, Carry). SO10:48–49 [8]
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CHALLENGE, READER
Weaver’s Challenge Results: Using a Draft from an Old Book. MA07:24–25

CHALLENGE, STUDENT
Make It Your Own: A Student Challenge. MA09:28

CHECKBOOK COVERS
Custom Checkbook Cover in Contemporary Overshot (Good, Liz). MA07:44–46

CHENILLE YARN
Paradise Puffs Poncho (Jarchow, Deborah). MA06:52–54 [2, 4]
A Plushy Mat for a Cat Using Handwoven Chenille Weft (Piroch, Sigrid). SO06:52–55 [2, 4]
Poncho Pizzazz (Kaestner, Tracy). MA05:64–66 [4]

CHILDREN, WEAVING FOR, SEE BABIES AND CHILDREN, WEAVING FOR

COATS, JACKETS, KIMONOS
Jacket with Digitized Photos of Insects (Svenson, Mary Jane). JF11:29
Kodachrome Coat (Chiu, Tien). SO11:36–37, 68 [8]
Night at the Opera Jacket (Totten, Diane). SO11:28, 57–58 [16]
Theo Moorman Goes Big with Pendleton “Worms” (Lancaster, Daryl). ND05:68–71 [6, 8]
Twill & Ikat Jacket (Griffith, Catherine). SO11:29, 59–60 [8]

COLE, CANDISS
Woven Design Makes It to the Red Carpet. MJ07:24

COLE-FOOTITT, CANDISS
Buy a Shirt, Save a Mill. MA07:24

COLLAPSE WEAVES; SEE ALSO DIFFERENTIAL SHRINKAGE
All You Do Is Spritz! (Leslie, Ruby). ND09:30–31 [8]

COLLINGWOOD, PETER
From Friends of Peter Collingwood. MA09:80

COLOR
Happy Towels! (Kaestner, Tracy). MA11:52–53 [2, 4]
Juxtaposing Warp Colors in 4-Block, 4-Shaft Warp Rep (Neilson, Rosalie). MA11:34–37 [4]
No More Fear of Color! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA08:14–15
Sumptuous Terry Cloth: Take It for a Spin (Buchanan, Rita). ND10:46–49
Twill and Basketweave Stripes on Four Shafts (Spady, Robyn). MA11:38–39 [4]
Using Color Forecast Palettes for Warp Stripes (Lancaster, Daryl). MA11:30–33 [4, 8]
Weaving Backed Cloths (Lange-McKibben, Kate). MA10:30–52 [4, 8]

COLOR-AND-WEAVE
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave: A Unique Color-and-Weave Effect (Keasby, Doramany). MA05:60–63 [4, 6]

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Creating Palettes from Digital Images (Holcomb, Deborah). MA07:34–38 [8]

CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS
Conference Time is Here! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ05:96
Fresh from the Show (Convergence). SO06:26

CONTESTS
Best of Show: Warp-Rep Table Runner (Watson, Deborah). MJ08:42–44 [8]
Fuz-E-FiberHearts Winners. SO09:25
Synchronized Swatches Contest Winners. MJ08:38–39
Twenty-First Century Towels. SO08:36
Weaving for the Home Award of Excellence. MJ11:8
Winners of Not Just for Socks Contest. MJ10:24–25

COPYRIGHT
Copyright Law for Handweavers (James, Marisa). MA06:80
More Copyright Law for Handweavers (James, Marisa). MJ06:79

CORD WEAVES

CORDUROY; SEE PILE, WARP OR WEFT

COTTON
4-Shaft! Jacket in Knitting Yarns (Shangold, Judith). SO10:28–30 [RH, 2]
Ec-Cotton. SO08:64–65
From Towels to Samples to Napkins—to You (Yamamoto, Judith). MA10:44–45 [8]
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! (Thompson, Anita). MA10:40–42 [8]
Sumptuous Terry Cloth: Take It for a Spin (Buchanan, Rita). ND10:46–49
Weaving Backed Cloths (Lange-McKibben, Kate). MA10:50–52 [4, 8]

COPYRIGHT
Copyright Law for Handweavers (James, Marisa). MA06:80
More Copyright Law for Handweavers (James, Marisa). MJ06:79
COVERLETS AND BEDSPREADS

CRACKLE
Cousin Crackles for 4-Block, 4-Shaft Scarves (Edwards, Tomoe). MJ06:36–39 [4]

CREPE WEAVE
Weave with Emu Feathers (Richards, Karen). FJ08:56–58 [2, 4, 6]
Create a Bear—or a Whole Zoo! (Preckshot, Amy). MJ10:60–61 [4, 8]

CREPE YARN
The Winners! Ponchos on Parade. ND05:56–59

CURTAINS AND WINDOW COVERINGS
A Kitchen Valance in Brooks Bouquet (Ross, Mariellen). MA09:50–51 [RH, 2]

DANISH MEDALLION
Little-Sew Lacy Vest on a Simple Loom (Shangold, Judith). MJ11:56–58 [RH, 2]

DEL CERRO (BUSINESS)
A Conversation with a Master Weaver. MJ05:27

DESIGN: CLOTHING
Refashioned Fashion. JF07:24

DESIGN: FABRICS FOR CLOTHING
Celebration Coat Inspired by an Article in Handwoven (Meece, Janette). MJ07:68–71 [RH]
Chanel-Inspired Fabrics (Krog, Elsa). ND07:78–81
Designing as Adventure (Lancaster, Daryl). MA11:80
Grand MOMA Silk Scarf in Doubleweave (Willingham, Sue). MJ07:72–74 [8]

DOUBLEWEAVE
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave: A Unique Color-and-Weave Effect (Keavy, Doramay). MA06:60–63 [4]
Filtering Leaf Throw in 4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave (Cortelyou, Louise H.). ND06:64–66 [4]; correction, MJ06:7
Canine Couture (Morrison, Ruth). SO06:64–67 [4]; correction, ND06:7
Celebration of Life Scarf (Rogers, Letitia). MA10:60–61 [8]
Chanel-Inspired Fabrics (Krog, Elsa). ND07:78–81

The Demands of Doubleweave MA10:10
Doubletalk (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA10:26–27
Doubleweave Colorplay for a Painterly Scarf (Fortin, Sarah). MA10:44–45 [8]; correction, MJ10:73
Doubleweave Pillow (Horton, Susan). MA06:64–66 [8]
Doublewoven Tunic and Scarf Collar on a Rigid-Heddle Loom (McKay, Nancy). SO10:54–56 [RH]
Four Seasons Doubleweave Scarf (Fox, Rebecca). SO10:50–51 [8]
From Overshot to Doubleweave the Easy Way (Owen, Robert). MA07:60–63 [8]
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave for Winning Placemats (Betty). MA10:28–29 [4]
Grand MOMA Silk Scarf in Doubleweave (Willingham, Sue). MJ07:72–74 [8]
River Stones Runner in Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). MJ05:76–77 [8]
Runner, Napkins, and Tablecloth in Doubleweave on One Warp (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND07:48–51 [8]
Street Scenes Table Setting (Torgow, Jean). JF07:56–58 [8]
Two-Block Doubleweave on Only Four Shafts (Keavy, Doramay). ND11:40–41 [4]
Two Blocks of Doubleweave on Four Shafts for Table Mats (Spady, Robyn). ND11:42–44 [4]
Two Piano Keyboard Scarves in Doubleweave (Yamamoto, Judith, and Patricia Stewart). ND11:64–67 [8]; correction, JF12:73

Weave a V-Shaped Scarf with Doubleweave (Kuhn, Sally). MA10:40–42 [4]
A Winter Scarf in 3-D Doubleweave (Fortin, Sarah). ND06:36–38 [4]

DOUBLEWEAVE, DEFLECTED
Lacy, Fullled Shawls in Deflected Doubleweave (Herbst, Barbara). JF09:44–46 [8]
School for Weavers: Designing Deflected Doubleweave (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF07:72–73
Silk Scarves in Deflected Doubleweave (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF07:72–73
Sula’s Scarf in Fullled Deflected Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). JF07:64–67 [8]
Textured Scarves in Deflected Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). ND07:40–43 [8]
Upholstery and a Throw for Vintage Chairs (Fortin, Sarah). MJ08:46–49 [4, 8]

DOUBLEWEAVE, DOUBLEWIDTH
A Doublewide Blanket on a Mid-Size Loom (Knisely, Tom). MA10: 30–32 [4]
Getting into the Fold (Knisely, Tom). MA10: 21

DOUBLEWEAVE PICK-UP

DOUBLEWEAVE; STITCHED DOUBLECLOTH
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Weaving Backed Cloths (Lange-Mckibben, Kate). MA10:50–52 [4, 8]

DRAFTS AND DRAFTING
Website Hosts Over 30,000 Drafts. JF05:25

DRAFTS AND DRAFTING, NAME
Name Drafts for Overshot Borders (Horton, Susan). MA07:72–75 [8]

DRESSES AND SUITS
Shibori Gown (Kennard, Teresa). SO11:31, 62 [8]

DROBNY, SANDY
Sandy Drobný: Garbage Is Her Muse. SO07:25

DUCAPE
A Pillow and Table Squares in Overshot and Ducape (Horton, Susan). MJ08:54–56 [4]

DYING
Cut Warp and Wet Floats (Morris, Kathleen). JF08:60–63 [8]
Leaves and Berries in a Very Felty Scarf (Butler, Su). JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]
A Weaver’s Challenge and an Old Book (Liles, Suzie, and Madelyn van der Hoogt). SO08:44–47 [6, 8]

DYING: SHIBORI
Shibori Gown (Kennard, Teresa). SO11:31, 62 [8]
Woven Shibori: Overshot on the Edge (Ellis, Catherine). MA07:68–71 [4, 8]

DYING: WARP AND WEFT PAINTING

ECCELSIASTICAL WEAVING
Baptismal Gown (Corwin, Jennifer). JF11:28
Tallit (Guertin, Beth, and Barbara F. Morse). JF11:28

ECHO WEAVE
Two Patterns for Two Scarves on One Warp (Inouye, Bonnie). JF08:64–67 [4, 8]

EDUCATION
A Conversation with a Oaxaca Weaver. JF06:27–28
Hip and Handwoven: The Next Generation. SO07:30–31
Teacher Talk (Donde, Karen). ND09:67
Turn Your Passion into a Profession. JF06:26
When a Bar Mitzvah Looms. ND07:27

EMBELLISHMENTS

EMBROIDERY; SEE EMBELLISHMENTS

EMBROIDERY THREAD

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES (ORG.)
A Conversation with an Active Weaver. ND05:27

ENDNOTES (DEPT.)
Conference Time is Here! (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MJ05:96
A Cut Above & Beyond (West, Virginia). SO11:80
Every Loom Has a Story (Meany, Janet). ND08:80
Designing as Adventure (Lancaster, Daryl). MA11:80
The First Forty Years of Fiber (Blake, Halcyon). MJ11:80
From Friends of Peter Collingwood. MA09:80
A Great Way to Spend Almost Three Decades (Altergott, Sharon). MJ07:96
It’s Never Finished until It’s Wet Finished! (Fry, Laura). JF09:80
A Loom with a View (Mitchell, Sony). MA07:96
Lost in Yarn Memories (Murphy, Marilyn). SO10:80
Margin Notes (Swett, Sarah). SO08:96
Notes from a Juried Artist (Brennan, Archie). MA06:96
An Ode to Rep (Tallarovic, Joanne). SO05:96
On Becoming a Weaver (Kelley, Kristin). MA08:80
Taking It All with Me! (Schmoller, Irene). JF11:80
On Teaching Around the World (Collingwood, Peter). JF06:96

Samples as Visual Art and Valuable Archive (Bervin, Jen). MJ10:80
Sampling Is the Path from A to Z (Patrick, Jane). SO07:96
Surround Yourself with Fair-Trade Textiles (Lamb, Sara). ND10:80
A Schedule in Violet. MA10:80
Spinning Straw into Gold (McCuin, Judith MacKenzie). JF05:96
A Tale of Two Weavings (Staple, Robyn). JF07:96
A Taste of Weaving (Townsend, Patricia). MJ06:96
Thoughts When Moving (Windseedate, Margaret B.). MA05:96
To Weave or Not to Weave (Ligon, Linda). SO08:80
Wear on the Outside Who You Are on the Inside (Mayer, Anita Luvera). ND06:96
A Weaver Named Squirrel (Irwin, Bobbie). ND11:80
Weaving and Family Go Hand in Hand (Woodbury, Dee). MA08:80
Weaving for Hares: What to Do When Your Attention Span is Shorter than Your Warp! (Dawson, Janet). ND09:80
A Weaving Life Is a Good Life (Barrett, Clotide). ND07:96
Weaving Matters (Osterhaus, Anita). JF10:80
What Goes Around Comes Around (Mayer, Anita Luvera). ND05:96
When Something Sparks Your Passion … (Buchanan, Rita). MJ09:80
Why I love to Weave (or, Don’t Try This at Home) (Ligon, Linda). SO09:80

EQUIPMENT; SEE ALSO LOOMS
Are You Using the Wrong Shuttle? (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND08:14
demystify Mystery Yarns with an Easy-to-Make Yarn Balance (Hammel, Christina). MJ07:78–79

ERGONOMICS
Lighten Your Load (Piegorsch, Karen). JF09:10
Set Your Body (and Your Loom) Free (Piegorsch, Karen). MJ09:10
Warping Board Ergonomics (Piegorsch, Karen). SO08:12

ESTUDIO 56, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL
Meet the Weavers of Estudio 56 in São Paulo, Brazil. SO07:32–33

EUGENE, OREGON
Spotlight: Eugene, Oregon; Spirit of the West. ND09:18

EVANS, JANE
Spotlight: Jane Evans. MA09:19

FABRIC FORECAST; SEE HANDWOVEN’S FABRIC FORECAST (DEPT.)

FAIR TRADE
Serve and Deliver. ND08:17
Surround Yourself with Fair-Trade Textiles (Lamb, Sara). ND10:80

FANNIN, ALLEN (OBITUARY)
Allen Fannin, 1939–2004 (Madigan, Colleen). JF05:7

FASHION TRENDS
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/ Winter ’05–’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). JF05:74–77
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/ Winter ’06–’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). JF06:74–79
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’05–’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA05:72–75
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’06–’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA06:68–71
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Spring/Summer ’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). ND05:72–75
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/ Summer ’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). SO05:74–77
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/ Summer ’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). SO06:72–75
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/ Summer ’08 (Lancaster, Daryl). SO07:78–81
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review (Lancaster, Daryl). MJ06:68–70
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review (Lancaster, Daryl). MJ05:72–75
Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’07–’08 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA07:78–81
Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Spring/Summer ’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). ND06:70–73

FEATHERS
Weave with Emu Feathers (Richards, Karen). JF08:56–58 [2, 4, 6]

FELTED AND FULLED FABRICS
A Celebration Shaded for a Bright New Year (Meisel, Stefanie). JF09:62–63 [2, 4]
Every Last Penny Scarf: Fulled Shaping for Textured Cloth (Butler, Su). ND05:48–51 [RH, 2, 4]
A Felted Bench Bag for Your Weaving Tools (Shelmidine, Deborah). ND08:28–30 [P]
Felted Hat and Purse (Shelmidine, Deborah). JF09:28–31 [P]
Felted Holiday Ornaments (McFarland, Sue). ND07:61
Felted-Lace Scarves: Quick to Weave and Hot to Sell (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA09:64–65
A Fully Loaded Laptop Case (Gipson, Liz). ND05:52–55 [8]
Getting to Know You! Matching the Finish to the Yarn (Fry, Laura). JF09:26–27
Lacy, Fullled Shawls in Deflected Doubleweave (Herbst, Barbara). JF09:44–46 [8]
Leaves and Berries in a Very Felted Scarf (Butler, Su). JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]
Vadmel: Fulling Woolen Cloth the Traditional Way (Colburn, Carol). ND06:78–81
FIBERHEARTS AWARD
Fiberhearts Award Winners for 2005. SO05:26
Fiberhearts: Guilds in Action. SO07:28–29
Fiberhearts: Guilds on a Mission. SO06:27
FiberHearts Winners. SO08:63
FiberHearts Winners. SO09:25
FIBERS; SEE YARNS AND FIBERS; YARNS, NOVELTY
FINE LINE CREATIVE ARTS CENTER (ST. CHARLES, IL)
A Dream Come True. SO05:28
FINISHING
Getting to Know You! Matching the Finish to the Yarn (Fry, Laura). JF09:26–27
It’s Never Finished until It’s Wet Finished! (Fry, Laura). JF09:80
Washing Handwoven Fabrics (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF05:14
FOR STARTERS (DEPT.)
correction. JF07:7
Coordinated Fabrics for a Bathroom (Buenger, Katherine). MA07:30–32 [8]; correction. ND07:6
Crazy Twill for an Easy-to-Make Blanket. (Li, Wai-Kwan). JF08:28–30 [4]; correction. MA08:7
Doggie Bags—for Dogs! (Setzer, Jo Anne). SO06:36–38 [4]
Log Cabin Eye Dazzler in Hand-Dyed Yarns (Hoover, Joan Sheridan). MA05:40–42 [2, 4]
Nite Lite Scarf: Weaving at Warp Speed (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND05:32–34 [2, 4]
Overshot Made Easy for Pot Holders (Korus, Jean). MA05:30–33 [4]
Teach It with Totes: Huck Lace (Linn, Kristin). JF06:32–34 [4, 8]; correction. MA06:7
Weaving for a Guild Sale (Kaesner, Tracy). MA06:32–34
Yoga Mat Carrier (Bleiweiss, Sue). SO07:3–4 [2, 4]
FORD MUSEUM
An Industrialist and His Looms. MO08:25
FRAME-LOOM PROJECTS
A Triangular Hat (Knickman, Jessica). JF09:32–33 [P]
Weave a Tapestry Bag on a Box (Swett, Sarah). JF08:32–35 [F]
GHANA, WEAVING IN
Kente Cloth of Ghana (Ventura, Carol). JF11:24
GLASSES CASES
GOLD WORK
Spinning Straw into Gold (McGuin, Judith MacKenzie). JF05:96
GRISWOLD, ALICE
Our Weaving Divas: A Tribute (Dodoo, Karen). MA07:76–77
GRISWOLD, RALPH
Website Hosts Over 30,000 Drafts. JF05:25
GROFF, RUSSELL
Russell Groff, 1924–2010. MA10:8
Russell Groff: A Weaving Pioneer (Sanders, Nadine). MA05:27
GUATEMALA, WEAVING IN
Hair Sashes of Mexico and Guatemala (Ventura, Carol). JF11:25
GUIARDS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Bag Lady Exchange (Lowenstein, Berna). SO07:72–73
Fishing for New Weavers (Donde, Karen). JF06:72–75
Guild Challenges Inspire Great Work. MA07:76–77
Guild Rating and Study Programs. MA11:8
Weavers Helping Weavers in Houston, Texas. ND11:8–9
Weaving the World a Better Place! (Mitchell, Syne) MA10:9
Weaving Your Own Web: How to Get Your Guild Online (Leech, Heidi). SO06:30–32
Where the Knowledge Stays. ND11:10–11
HALCYON YARN (BUSINESS)
The First Forty Years of Fiber (Blake, Halcyon). MJ11:80
HALVDRÃLL
HANDLER, GWEN
A Conversation with a Friendly Teacher. MA08:26
HANDWOVEN’S FABRIC FORECAST (DEPT.)
Behind the Scenes of Fabric Forecast. ND05:28
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Fall/ Winter ’05–’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). JF05:74–77
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Fall/ Winter ’06–07 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA05:72–75
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’05–’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA06:68–71
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Summer ’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA06:74–77
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Spring/ Summer ’06 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA05:72–75
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: Spring/ Summer ’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA06:72–75
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review (Lancaster, Daryl). MA06:68–70
HANDWOVEN’S Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review (Lancaster, Daryl). MA05:72–75
Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’07–’08 (Lancaster, Daryl). MA07:78–81
Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Spring/Summer ’07 (Lancaster, Daryl). ND06:70–73
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/ Winter ’07–’08 (Lancaster, Daryl). JF07:74–77
Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast Fall/ Winter ’08–’09 (Lancaster, Daryl). JF08:79–81
HANGINGS
Three Towels or One Wall Hanging— or Both! (de Ruiter, Erica). ND07:56–57 [4]
Zigzagging with Warp Rep: Art Pieces for Wall or Table (Brackmann, Holly). JF06:60–63 [8]
HARRISVILLE DESIGNS (BUSINESS)
Harrissville Designs: Committed to Textile Traditions (Gipson, Liz). JF05:78–79
Weaving with Wool. MA10:66–67
HATBANDS
Make a Loom and Weave a Hatband in Two Days (Kersten, Sharon). MA09:34–36 [I]
HATS
Felted Hat and Purse (Shelmidine, Deborah). JF09:28–31 [P]
A Triangular Hat (Knickman, Jessica). JF09:32–33 [F]
HAYDEN, LINDA
A Conversation with a Cowgirl Weaver. SO06:28–29
HEDDLES
The Best Repair Heddle (Levall, Susan Morgan). MJ10:23
HEMP
Hemp. MJ08:62–63
HERITAGE SPINNING & WEAVING (BUSINESS)
Heritage Spinning & Weaving: Passing It On. MA05:78–79
HISTORY OF WEAVING
Roots (Ligon, Linda). SO09:8
Spotlight: A (Very) Short History of American Handweaving. SO09:18–19
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HODGES, RABIAH A Conversation with an Active Weaver. ND05:27


Spot Bronson Takes a Turn in Striped Pillows (Piroch, Sigrid). ND09:40–42 [4]; correction, ND10:71

Learn Ply-Splitting with Two Summer Trivets (Walker, Barbara). MA11:40–42
Overshot Made Easy for Pot Holders (Korus, Jean). MA05:30–33 [4]
Weft from Your Yard (Buchanan, Rita). MA09:32–34 [4]

HOWARD, PAM Spotlight: Pam Howard. MA10:19

HØXBRO, VIVIAN Spotlight: Vivian Høxbro. SO10:19

HUCK AND HUCK LACE Combining Twills with Huck Lace (Hartig, Coreen). MA11:48–51 [8]

Lace, Color, and Bamboo Yarn for Shawls and Scarves (Lange-Mckibben, Kate). MA08:48–55 [4, 8]
A Lace Primer (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA08:60–61
Learn with a Sampler in Linen and Huck Lace (Tedder, Lynn). JF05:44–47 [8]
Materials that Matter for Weaving Huck Lace (Graver, Pattie). MJ11:68–69
One Threading, Four Patterns, Four Towels (Tedder, Lynn). SO09:44–46 [4]
Pom-Poms Add Fun to Scarves and Shawls (Morse, Barbara F.). SO09:50–52 [4]
Surround Yourself with Handwoven Fabrics (Neilson, Rosalie). MA08:58–61 [4, 8]
Teach It with Towels: Huck Lace (Linn, Kristin). JF06:32–34 [4, 8]; correction, MJ06:7

Make a Loom and Weave a Hatband in Two Days (Kersten, Sharon). MA09:34–36 [1]
Neon Lights Belt on an Inkle Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND05:76–77 [1]
A Pincushion Necklace for You or Your Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND08:32–33 [1]

INNISFREE VILLAGE A Conversation with Innisfree’s Head Weaver. MJ06:28–29

ISGREEN, CHERI A Conversation with a Master Weaver. MJ05:27

JACKETS; SEE COATS, JACKETS, KIMONOS

JEWELRY Thumbs Are the Crumbs of Thread, and Crumbs Are the Thumbs of Bread. (Spady, Robyn). MA11:68–69

JOHNSON, GREGG A Conversation with a Weaving Diplomat. JF07:26–27

JUMP START (DEPT.) Full-Picked Weave Pillow in Fabric Color Forecasts (Patrick, Jane). ND06:74–77 [RH, 2, 4]
Neon Lights Belt on an Inkle Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND05:76–77 [1]
River Stones Runner in Deflected Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). MJ05:76–77 [8]

JURYING HANDWOVEN TEXTILES Notes from a Juried Artist (Brennan, Archie). MA06:96
Notes from a Juror (Ziek, Bhakti). MA06:78–79

KATRINA RUG PROJECT The Tie That Binds: The Katrina Rug Project. SO07:27

KAVANAGH, DENISE A Dream Come True. SO05:28

KEHUE, JULIA Artful fibers: Art Inspires Art (Lynde, Robin). MA11:16–17

KELLY, DIANE A Conversation with a Versatile Weaver. ND07:26–27

KIMONOS; SEE COATS, JACKETS, KIMONOS

KNISELY, TOM Teacher of the Year. SO11:8


KNOT BY KNOT ORIENTAL RUG EXCHANGE (BUFFALO, NEW YORK) Seeds for Peace. MA05:26

KOELTER, JAMES (OBITUARY) James Koehler. MA11:19


LACE WEAVES; SEE ALSO BRONZE LACE; HUCK AND HUCK LACE A Lace Primer (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA08:60–61
Lacy, Pulled Shawls in Deflected Doubleweave (Herbster, Barbara). JF09:44–46 [8]

Little-Sew Lacy Vest on a Simple Loom (Shangold, Judith). MA11:56–58 [RH, 2]

LEVINSON, JESSICA Behind the Scenes of Fabric Forecast. ND05:28

LIBRARIES The Essential Weaving Library. ND11:70–71
Where the Knowledge Stays. ND11:10–11

LIBRARY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS Finding a Common Language: The Poutry Cross Library Cataloging System. MJ07:27
**LINEN**


Lacy Linen Table Scarf (Gipson, Liz). MA08: 42–43 [RH, 2]

Learn with a Sampler in Linen and Huck Lace (Tedder, Lynn). JF06: 44–47 [8]

Linen. ND08: 64–65

A Lien Runner to Warm a Room in Winter (Kaestner, Tracy). ND09: 48–50 [5]

Linen Table Squares (Woodbury, DeeDee). ND11: 34–35 [8]

Lines of Lace for a Table Runner (Liles, Suzie). MA08: 38–40 [4]; correction, MJ08: 7

A Run of Linen Runners on the Same Warp (Tardy, Vicki). MJ05: 52–55 [8]

Set a Spring Table with Light and Lively Linen and Lace (Kaestner, Tracy). MA08: 34–37 [4]


Weaving with Linen without Tears! (Tedder, Lynn). MJ05: 42–43


**LOG CABIN**


Coordinates for Interiors in Three Different Weaves (Essen, Deb). JF08: 48–51 [4]; correction, MA08: 7

Log Cabin Eye Dazzler in Hand-Dyed Yarns (Hooover, Joan Sheridan). MA05: 40–42 [2, 4]


Nite Lite Scarf: Weaving at Warp Speed (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND05: 32–34 [2, 4]


**LOOMS; see also EQUIPMENT**

Every Loom Has a Story (Meany, Janet). ND08: 86

A Loom Story: From a Computerized Dobby Loom to a Jacquard (O’Hara, Sheila). ND08: 60–61

Maintaining Your Loom (Moncrief, Liz). JF11: 10

This Loom Loves… (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF11: 66–67

What Loom Is Right for Me? (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND08: 26–27

**LOOMS, INKLE**

Make a Loom and Weave a Hatband in Two Days (Kersten, Sharon). MA09: 34–36 [1]

**M’S AND O’S**

Bumpy Bamboo Scarves in M’s and O’s (Rucker, Barbara Layton). JF10: 52–54 [4, 6]; correction, MA10: 73


Designing with M’s and O’s (Heyman, Deborah). MJ10: 54–55 [4]

Learning from a Weaver’s Exchange: Towels in M’s and O’s (Farling, Kathleen). JF06: 64–66 [4, 6]

A New Look at Threaded M’s and O’s (Farling, Kathleen). MJ10: 56–56 [4]

**MAKER FAIRE**

Sandy Drobny: Garbage Is Her Muse. SO07: 25

**MAROLLA, LATRA**

Spotlight: Laura Marolla. ND09: 19

**MATERIAL MATTERS (DEPT)**

The Essential Weaving Library. ND11: 70–71

Great Yarn Store in the Sky. SO10: 66–67

How Slow Can You Go? (Casey, Maggie). ND10: 68–69

Materials that Matter for Weaving Huck Lace (Graver, Pattie). MJ11: 68–69

This Loom Loves… (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF11: 66–67

Thurms Are the Cramids of Thread, and Cramids Are Thrumbs of Bread. (Spady, Robyn). MA11: 68–69

Weave Your Colors. MJ10: 64–65

Weaving with Wool. MA10: 66–67

**MATS**

Linen Table Squares (Woodbury, DeeDee). ND11: 34–35 [8]


Two Blocks of Doubleweave on Four Shafts for Table Mats (Spady, Robyn). ND11: 42–44 [4]

**MATS, YOGA**


**MERRILL, SUSAN BARRETT**

A Conversation with an Intentional Weaver. MJ08: 26

**MEXICO, WEAVING IN**

A Conversation with a Oaxaca Weaver. JF06: 27–28

Hair Sashes of Mexico and Guatemala (Ventura, Carol). JF11: 25

Huichol Lightning Towels (Elliot, Connie Childs). JF11: 56–58 [8]

**MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT (BUSINESS)**

A Conversation with a Weaving Diplomat. JF07: 26–27

Doing Good Work: Bullthistle Rag Enterprise. JF07: 27

**MINIATURES**


**MISAO, JO**

Free-Wheeling Weaving. JF05: 25

**MITCHELL, SYNE**

A Talk Show for Weavers. ND06: 26

**MOHAIR YARN**


Loop-de-Loop Scarves in Brushed Bouclé (Fry, Laura). ND05: 40–43 [4]


**MONK’S BELT**

Embellish Handwoven Bags with Needlefelting (Monaghan, Kathleen). JF09: 52–54 [4]


**MOORMAN TECHNIQUE**

Thee Moorman Goes Big with Pendleton “Worms” (Lancaster, Daryl). ND05: 68–71 [6, 8]

**MOROCCO**

Spotlight: Rug Weavers of Morocco. MA09: 18

**MOTT, PAMELA**

A Conversation with a Community Builder. JF07: 26

**MOUNTAIN COLORS (BUSINESS)**

Summer and Winter Polychrome—A Yarn’s Best Friend (Stahl, Yvonne, with Helen McKee). SO10: 58–59 [8]

Weave Your Colors. MJ10: 64–65

**MUG RUGS AND COASTERS**


**MURPHY, MAGGIE PARTON**

Maggie Parton Murphy and the Wauchessi Hand Weavers. ND07: 25

**MUSCH, CHERYL**

Serve and Deliver. ND08: 17

**MY SPACE (DEPT.)**

Answering the Age-Old Question: What To Do with Leftovers? SO09: 10–11

Create More Time (and Space) (Merrill, Susan Barret, with Richard Merrill) ND08: 10

The Demands of Doubleweave. MA10: 10

Embrace the Round Robin! (Piegorsch, Karen). JF09: 10

Maintaining Your Loom (Moncrief, Liz). JF11: 10

Making the Most of It. ND10: 10–11

A Loom Away from Home. SO10: 10–11

Saunderstown Weaving School. MA11: 10–11

Set Your Body (and Your Loom) Free (Piegorsch, Karen). MJ09: 10

Susan Wilson. MJ11: 10–11

Surround Yourself with What Touches Your Heart (Mayer, Anita Luvera). SO11: 10–11

Warping Board Ergonomics (Piegorsch, Karen). SO08: 12

A Weaver’s Bookshelf. MA09: 10

Where the Knowledge Stays. ND11: 10–11

Yarn Storage Ideas. JF10: 10–11

**NAPKINS**

Coordinates for Interiors in Three Different Weaves (Essen, Deb). JF08: 48–51 [4]; correction, MA08: 7


From Towels to Samples to Napkins—To You (Yamamoto, Judith). MJ10: 44–45 [8]


La Belle Creole for a Runner and Napkins (Woodbury, DeeDee). MA07: 64–67 [8]

Runner, Napkins, and Tablecloth in Doubleweave on One Warp (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND07: 48–51 [8]

Set a Spring Table with Light and Lively Linen and Lace (Kaestner, Tracy). MA08: 34–37 [4]

Shadow Weave for Many Projects on One Warp (Fortin, Sarah). ND07: 52–55 [8]
Teach Yourself Twill with Napkins or Towels (French, Louise). JF06: 48–50 [8]

NEEDLEFELTING
Emblish Handwoven Bags with Needlefelting (Monaghan, Kathleen). JF09: 52–54 [4]
A Fully Loaded Laptop Case (Gipson, Liz). ND05: 52–55 [8]
Narrow Vertical Designs in Tapestry with Needlefelting (Harvey, Nancy). JF08: 68–70

NEWARK (NJ) MUSEUM
Weaving at the Newark Museum Arts Workshop. MJ06: 26

NEWBURY COAT
Reweaving the Newbury Coat. ND11: 19

NORWAY, WEAVING IN
Vadmel: Fulling Woolen Cloth the Traditional Way (Colburn, Carol). ND06: 78–81

NOVELTY YARNS; SEE YARNS, NOVELTY

NOW WE ARE EIGHT (DEPT.)
Choose Shadow Weave for Decorative Household Textiles (Saulsan, Sarah). JF07: 40–42 [8]
A Summer Shawl (Saulsan, Sarah). MJ06: 48–50 [8]

OBITUARIES
Allen Fannin, 1939–2004 (Madigan, Colleen). JF05: 7
James Koehler. MJ11: 19
Maggie Parton Murphy and the Wauchessi Hand Weavers. ND07: 25
Peter Collingwood, 1922–2008. JF09: 8
Russell Groß, 1924–2010. MA10: 8

OFF-LOOP WEAVING
Tile Wrap (Patrick, Jane). SO06: 76–77

OLESEN, BECCA
A Conversation with a Teenage Weaver. ND06: 28

ORIOLE MILL (BUSINESS)
Spotlight: The Oriole Mill. SO11: 18–19

OVERSHOT
Cashmere/Silk and Bamboo Shawl (Wilcox, Carry). SO10: 48–49 [8]
Custom Checkbook Cover in Contemporary Overshot (Good, Liz). MA07: 44–46
Fieta Cloth: Coloring by the Numbers (Kileen, Leslie). MA07: 56–58 [4]
From Overshot to Doubleweave the Easy Way (Owen, Robert). MA07: 60–63 [8]
Name Drasfts for Overshot Borders (Horton, Susan). MA07: 72–75 [8]
Overshot Gets a Makeover: It’s All about Color (Stahl, Yvonne). MA07: 52–54 [4]
Overshot Made Easy for Pot Holders (Korus, Jean). MJ05: 30–33 [4]
A Pillow and Table Squares in Overshot and Ducape (Horton, Susan). MA08: 54–56 [4]
A Rose by Any Other Name Is a Snowball? (Teddler, Lynn). MA07: 31
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! (Thompson, Anita). MJ10: 40–42 [8]
Woven Shibori: Overshot on the Edge (Ellis, Catharine). MA07: 68–71 [4, 8]

OVERSHOT, TIED
La Belle Cireole for a Runner and Napkins (Woodbury, Deedee). MA07: 64–67 [8]
Reviving the Show Towel (Knisely, Tom, and Lynn Tedder). MA06: 60–63 [7]

OXACAXA, MEXICO
Spotlight: Oaxaca, A Weaver’s World (Kallenborn, Carolyn, and Jane Patrick). MJ09: 18

PALSON, PATRICIA
A Conversation with a Designing Weaver. MA07: 26

PEBBLES, LYNN
Refashioned Fashion. JF07: 24

PEG- OR PIN-LOOM PROJECTS
A Felted Bench Bag for Your Weaving Tools (Shelmidine, Deborah). ND09: 28–30 [2, 4]
Felted Hat and Purse (Shelmidine, Deborah). JF09: 28–31
Weaving on the Go: Tiny Evening Bags on a Weavette Loom (Leary, Catherine). SO07: 38–39 [P]

PETERS, PENNY
Spotlight: Two Are Better Than One. JF09: 16–17

PETS, WEAVING FOR
Canine Couture (Morrison, Ruth). SO06: 64–67 [4]; correction, ND06: 7
A Cover for Your Feathered Friend (Liles, Suzie). SO06: 68–70
Decorative Holiday Pet Collars (Miller, Sherrie Amada). SO06: 40–43 [8]
It’s a Dog’s Life! A Comfy Bed in Taqueté (O’Hara, Sheila). SO06: 56–59 [4, 8]
A Plushy Mat for a Cat Using Handwoven Chenille Weft (Piroch, Sigrid). SO06: 52–55 [2, 4]
They’re Catnip to a Cat—Handwoven Cat Toys (Anderson, Margaret). SO06: 44–46 [4]

PHILOSOPHY AND THOUGHTS ON WEAVING
Get More Bang for Your Weaving Buck (van der Hoogen, Madelyn). SO09: 27
The Stages of Our Lives (Mayer, Anita Luvera). JF11: 30

PHOTO TRANSFER
Celebration of Life Scarf (Rogers, Letitia). MA10: 60–61 [8]

PHOTOGRAPHING HANDWOVEN TEXTILES
Tips for Photographing Your Work for a Show (Krone, Judith Powell, and Alice Schlein). MA06: 76–77

PICUS, MIIRIAM
A Conversation with Innisfree’s Head Weaver. MJ06: 28–29

PILE, WARP OR WEFT

PILLOWS
Doubleweave Pillow (Horton, Susan). MA06: 64–66 [8]
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave for Winning Placements (Bell, Betty). MA10: 28–29 [4]
Loom-Bench Cushion in Colorful Echo Weave (Sheridan, Joan). ND08: 44–46 [8]
Mixing Colors in Turned Twill for Coordinated Pillows (Jackson, Sarah H.). ND11: 36–38 [8]
A Pillow and Table Squares in Overshot and Ducape (Horton, Susan). MA08: 54–56 [4]
Piping Hot Pillows (Gipson, Liz). ND08: 34–35 [RH]
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! (Thompson, Anita). MJ10: 80–42 [8]
Showing Off Novelty Yarns (Spady, Robyn). MA08: 30–33 [4]
Spot Bronson Takes a Turn in Striped Pillows (Piroch, Sigrid). ND09: 40–42 [4]; correction, ND10: 7
Twill Pillows in Buffalo and Alpaca Yarn (Selby, Alice). MA09: 64–65 [8]

Plain Weave
In Praise of Plain Weave (Gipson, Sarah). JF07:40–42 [8]
Coordinates for Interiors in Three Different Weaves (Eisen, Deb). JF08:48–51 [4]; correction, MA08:7
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave: A Unique Color-and-Weave Effect (Keasbey, Doramay). MA06:60–63 [4]
Party Placemats and Runner in Rep with a Supplementary Warp (Herbst, Barbara). MJ05:34–37 [4, 8]
Set a Spring Table with Light and Lively Linen and Lace (Kaestner, Tracy). MA08:34–37 [4]
Street Scenes Table Setting (Torgow, Joan). JF07:56–58 [8]

Plaids and Tartans

Plain Weave
In Praise of Plain Weave (Gipson, Liz). ND05:31

Plaids and Tartans; see ALSO Collapsible Weaves

PLY-SPLIT BRAIDING; see ALSO BRAIDS, TRIM, TAPES
Learn Ply-Splitting with Two Summer Trivets (Walker, Barbara). MA11:40–42
A Tisket, a Tasket, a Ply-Split Basket (French, Louiene). ND11:68–69
Pom-Poms
Pom-Poms Add Fun toScarves and Shawls (Morse, Barbara F.). SO09:50–52 [4]

Pot Holders; see HOT PADS and POT HOLDERS

Prayer Flags

Profile Drafts; see BLOCK DESIGN

Programs for Specific Groups
A Conversation with an Active Weaver. ND05:27
A Conversation with Innisfree’s Head Weaver. MJ06:28–29
Doing Good Work. SO06:29
Doing Good Work in Uzbekistan. ND06:29

Purses; see BAGS

Quarry Bank Mill (BUSINESS)
Buy a Shirt, Save a Mill. MA07:24

Quechumiteles; see SHAWLS, RUANAS, CAPES, PONCHOS

Quigley
Quigley by Any Name Is Sweet (Liles, Suzie). ND11:54–55 [6]

Raffino, Jonelle
Pioneering Yarn Distributor Recognized by Fast Company. MJ06:26

Rag Weaves; see WEAVING WITH RAGS

Rep; see WARP REP

Reviews: Books
American Tapestry: Biennial Seven (M. Mensing and S. Warner Keene). JF09:14
Anahita’s Woven Riddle (M. Nuttall Sayres). SO07:22
Architectural Textiles: Tent Banks of Central Asia (R. Isaacs). JF09:14
The Ashford Book of Weaving for Knitters (R. Hart). MJ06:20
The Ashford Book of Weaving for the Four Shaft Loom (A. Field). MA07:20
Basket Weaving Essentials with Nadine Spier (N. Spier). MJ11:14
Bedouin Weaving of Saudi Arabia and Its Neighbours (J. T. Hilden). JF11:14
The Best of Weaver's: Summer and Winter Plus (M. van der Hoogt). ND10:20
A Blaze of Color: Mary Meigo Atwater and the Guatemalan Textile Tradition (A. Deegan). JF05:20
The Best of Weaver’s: The Magic of Double Weave (M. van der Hoogt, ed.). MA07:20
The Best of Weaver’s: Twilight Thrills (M. van der Hoogt, ed.). MJ05:20
The Big Book of Weaving (L. Lundell) M08:20–21
Brads & Beyond: A Broad Look at Narrow Weaves (J. Carey). JF09:20
Building A 4-Shaft PVC Loom (D. Holly). MA11:14
A Carpet Ride to Khiva: Seven Years on the Silk Road (C. Asian Alexander). MJ11:14
Chinese Silk: A Cultural History (V. Vainer). MA05:20
Classic and Modern Fabrics (J. Wilson). SO10:14
Collapse Weave: Creating Three-Dimensional Cloth (A. Field). MA09:14
Colorsense: Creative Color Combinations for Crafters (S. Levin). SO09:14
Continuous Strand Weaving Method (C. Leigh Brack-Kaiser). SO11:14
Costume and History in Highlands Ecuador (A. Pollard Rowe, L. Meisch, et al). SO11:14
The Coverlet Book: Early American Handwoven Coverlets (H. Bress). SO05:20
Creative Weaving: Beautiful Fabrics with a Simple Loom (S. Howard and E. Hendrick). MJ08:20
Designing Woven Fabrics (J. Philip). JF09:14
The Eyes of the Weaver/Los Ojos de Tejedor (C. Ortega). MA07:20
Fascination with Fiber: Michigan’s Handweaving Heritage (M. Gile and M. Marzoll). ND06:20
Favorite Scandinavian Projects to Weave (T. Isgren). SO10:14
Favourite Rug Rugs (T. Inell). MA07:20
Fiber and Fabric Mania!: A Travel Guide (M. Merin, ed.). ND11:14
The Figurative Sculpture of Magdalena Abakanowicz: Bodies, Environments, and Myths (J. Inglot). JF05:21–22
Fingerweaving Basics (G. Findley). MJ09:14
Finnish American Rag Rags (Y. Lockwood). SO10:14
The Fleece and Fiber Sourcebook (D. Robson and C. Ekaris). ND11:14
Forgotten Pennsylvania Textiles of the 18th and 19th Centuries (M. Thompson et al). MA06:21
Fun with Chinese Knotting (L. Chen). MJ08:21–22
The Gartner Manuscript (G. Valk). MA07:20–21
Gift Wrapping with Textiles: Stylish Ideas from Japan (C. Morita). ND07:21
Hand Dyeing Yarn and Fiber (G. Callahan). MJ10:14
Handwoven Decorative Trim (R. Spady). MJ10:14
Happy Weaving from Viiv Magasinet (L. Johansson and C. Bosson, eds.). SO05:20
How to Make an Oriental Rug (N. Roberts). JF07:21
How to Make Ply-Split Baskets (L. Hendrickson). SO11:14
The Kashmiri Shawl: From Jamavar to Paisley (S. Rehman and N. Jafri). SO08:20
Jewelry from Your Yarn Stash (R. Spady). MA11:14
Kids Weaving (S. Swett). MA06:20
Learning to Warp Your Loom (J. Hall). MA11:14
The Magic of Handweaving: The Basics and Beyond (S. Piroch). JF05:22
Making Kumihimo: Japanese Interlaced Braids (R. Owen). SO06:21
Nezhnie: Weaver & Innovative Artist (L. Rees). JF06:20
Norwegian Tapestry Weaving (M. B. Koppen). ND06:21–22
Old Looms Glossary (G. E. Valk, compiler). MJ07:21
One-Yard Wonder (R. Yaker and P. Hoskins). MA10:14
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tartan: The Highland Habit (H. Cheape).</td>
<td>MJ07:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles from Burma (E. Dell and S. Dudley).</td>
<td>MA05:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles of Southeast Asia: Tradition, Trade and Transformation (R. Maxwell).</td>
<td>MJ05:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads of Gold: Chinese Textiles Ming to Ch’ing (P. Haig and M. Shelton).</td>
<td>MA08:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Textiles of Cambodia: Cultural Threads and Material Heritage (G. Green).</td>
<td>SO05:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist &amp; Twine: 18 Ideas for Rag Rugs and Home Décor (B. Irwin).</td>
<td>MA10:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tying Up the Countermatch Loom (J. Hall).</td>
<td>MA05:20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwrapping the Textile Traditions of Madagascar (K. Cusimba et al., eds.).</td>
<td>MA06:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varp and Inlog Bindningslära (M. Eriksson et al.).</td>
<td>ND09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva &amp; Weave (M. Eriksson and K. Lovallius).</td>
<td>ND09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp and Weft: Lessons in Drafting for Handweaving (M. Eriksson et al.).</td>
<td>ND11:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp with a Trapeze and Dance with Your Loom (K. R. Meek).</td>
<td>JF07:20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving in V: Designing and Weaving a V-Shaped Double Weave Shawl (K. Froberg).</td>
<td>JF06:20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Weaver’s Book: Patterns and Ideas (H. Bress).</td>
<td>JF11:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving a Woman’s Life: Spiritual Lessons from the Loom (P. C. Scardamalia).</td>
<td>JF07:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving and Dyeing in Highland Ecuador (A. Pollard Rowe et al.).</td>
<td>SO07:21–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving Designs by Bertha Gray Hayes Miniature Overshot Patterns (N. Smyada et al.).</td>
<td>MJ09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving for Beginners: An Illustrated Guide (P. Osterkamp).</td>
<td>ND10:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving from Finland II (O. E. Markketa).</td>
<td>ND09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving in a Life (I. McLerran, ed.).</td>
<td>SO07:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving Tapestry in Rural Ireland (M. Nuttal Sayres).</td>
<td>SO07:20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making and Using Natural Dyes (J. Dean and K. Casselman).</td>
<td>MJ11:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woven Images, Unravelled Motifs (O. Staudigel).</td>
<td>SO09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review: CD Weaver: You Have to Be Warped; Weaving Hints and Tips.</td>
<td>ND05:21–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manusela &amp; Esperanza: The Art of Maya Weaving (Edgar).</td>
<td>SO11:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Powell’s 1000+ Shadow Weaves for 4, 6, and 8 Shafts (C. Lernond).</td>
<td>SO09:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Meigs Atwater Recipe Book: Patterns for Handweavers (I. Eatoough, compiler).</td>
<td>MJ05:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Twill of Your Choice (P. O’Connor and M. Coe).</td>
<td>ND06:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGID-HEADDRESS PROJECTS</td>
<td>SO08:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Waters Table Runner (Doak, Sandra).</td>
<td>SO10:32–33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Cusky Alpaca Pillow for a First Project in Knitting Yarns (Bestor, Leslie Ann).</td>
<td>SO10:46–47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Lacy Linen Table Scarf (Gipson, Liz).</td>
<td>MA08:42–43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Pattern and Loom (J. Becker).** **JF10:14**

**Pattern: Techniques for Handweavers (D. Keabey).** **SO06:20**

**Peggy Osterkamp’s New Guide to Weaving Number 3: Weaving & Drafting Your Own Cloth (P. Osterkamp).** **MJ06:21**

**Peter Collingwood: Special Edition of the Journal for Weavers, Spinners & Dyers (P. Collingwood).** **ND09:14**

**Peter Collingwood: Weaver MJ09:14**

**Photographing Arts, Crafts & Collectibles (S. Meltzer).** **MA08:20**

**Ply-Split Braiding: An Introduction to Designs in Single Course Twisting (J. Hedges).** **ND11:14**

**Ply-Split Braiding: Further Techniques (J. Hedges).** **ND11:14**

**Praktisk Vasbok (N. Engeström).** **MA09:14**

**The Root of Wild Madder (B. Murphy).** **ND06:20–21**

**Saori Self-Discovery Through Free Weaving (M. Jo and K. Jo).** **SO05:52**

**Sewing from Square One: Turn Simple Fabric Squares into 20 Projects (D. Cahill).** **ND07:22**

**Shaker Towels for the 21st Century (M.E.C. Eral).** **MA06:20**

**Sheila Hicks: Weaving as Metaphor.** **MA07:21–22**

**Shuttle in Her Hand: A Swedish Immigrant Weaver in America (M. Tuite Marzolf).** **MJ11:14**

**Silk (M. Schoerer).** **JF08:21–22**

**Simple Gifts to Stitch: 30 Elegant and Easy Projects (I. Worral).** **ND07:20–21**

**Sixty Scarves for 60 Years (Weavers Guild of Baltimore).** **MA10:14**

**Sixty Sensational Samples: A Kumihimo Collection (S. Berlin and C. Goodwin).** **SO06:22**

**Small Loom and Freeform Weaving: Five Ways to Weave (B. Matthiessen).** **ND08:18**

**So Warped: Weaving for Weaving Tapestry (K. Todd-Hooker and P. Spark).** **JF11:14**

**Social Media for Your Crafty Business (D. Gilleland).** **JF10:14**

**String Felt Thread (E. Author).** **JF10:14**

**Swedish Patterns for Art Weaves and Embroidery (I. Kalle).** **MA09:14**

**The Swedish Weaving Book (M. Eriksson et al.).** **MA09:14**

**Symmetry Comes of Age: The Role of Pattern in Culture (D. Washburn and D. Crowe, eds.).** **ND05:22, 24**

**Tapestry Handbook: The Next Generation (C. K. Russell).** **JF08:20**

**Tapestry 101 (K. Todd-Hooker).** **JF08:21**

**Weave 101** (P. Collingwood).

**Whorl (J. E. Draper).** **MA09:21**

**Wild Color: The Complete Guide to Textiles (J. Kulle).** **MA08:21**

**Wild Linen Tablecloth (J. Kulle).** **SO07:32–33**

**Wild Ruffle Afghan (J. Kulle).** **JF06:20–21**

**Woven Images, Unravelled Motifs (O. Staudigel).** **SO09:14**

**The Woven Pixel: Designing for Jacquard and Dobby Looms Using Photoshop (A. Schlein and B. Zieck).** **SO06:20**

**Woven Textiles for 60 Years (Weavers Guild of Baltimore).** **MA10:14**

**Weaving and Dyeing in Madagascar (C. Kusimba et al., eds.).** **MA06:22**

**Weaving and Dyeing in Highland Ecuador (A. Pollard Rowe et al.).** **SO07:21–22**

**Weaving and Dyeing in Madagascar: A New Thread of Solidarity (G. Green).** **SO05:22**

**Weaving in V: Designing and Weaving a V-Shaped Double Weave Shawl (K. Froberg).** **JF06:20–21**

**Weaving as Metaphor.** **MA07:21–22**

**Weaving & Weave (M. Eriksson and K. Lovallius).** **ND09:14**

**Weaving for Beginners: An Illustrated Guide (P. Osterkamp).** **ND10:20**

**Weaving from Finland II (O. E. Markketa).** **ND09:14**

**Weaving in a Life (I. McLerran, ed.).** **SO07:20**

**Weaving Tapestry in Rural Ireland (M. Nuttal Sayres).** **SO07:20–21**

**Weaving Un-Loomed: Simple Ways to Weave Cool Things (D. Gilleland).** **MA10:14**

**Weaving with Knitting Yarns (R. Smith).** **SO09:14**

**Weaving from Roman, Byzantine and Islamic Egypt: The Rich Life and the Dance (E. D. Maguire).** **MA08:21–22**


**The Worldwide History of Dye (D. J. Biefl).** **SO09:14**

**Woven Images, Unravelled Motifs (O. Staudigel).** **SO09:14**

**The Woven Pixel: Designing for Jacquard and Dobby Looms Using Photoshop (A. Schlein and B. Zieck).** **SO06:20**
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Learn with a Sampler in Linen and Huck Lace (Tedder, Lynn). JF06:44–47 [8]
Samples as Visual Art and Valuable Archive (Bervin, Jen). MJ10:80
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! (Thompson, Anita). MJ10:40–42 [8]
Sampling is the Path from A to Z (Patrick, Jane). SO07:96
Zigzagging with Warp Rep: Art Pieces for Wall or Table (Brackmann, Holly). JF06:60–63 [8]

Santoro, Alyce
Fabric that Carries a Tune. ND07:24

Saori
Free-Wheeling Weaving. JF05:25

Saunders town Weaving School
Saunders town Weaving School. MA11:10–11

Scarves
All You Do Is Spritz! (Leslie, Ruby). ND09:31–38 [8]
Alpaca Scarf (Solbrig, Dorothy). MJ09:60–61 [8]
Answers to a Request: Two Luscious Silk Scarves (Ligon, Linda). MA09:56–58 [5, 8]

Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

Getting Started with Warp Rep (Knisely, Tom). JF06:56–58 [4, 8]; correction, MA06:7
Indonesian Batik and a Swedish Technique (Sharpee, Debra). SO08:34–36 [4]
Juxtaposing Warp Colors in 4-Block, 4-Shaft Warp Rep (Neilson, Rosalie). MA11:34–37 [4]
Pedestrian Rug in Black and White (Bennett, Stephen). JF07:48–51 [4, 8]
A Not Quite Weft-Faced Rug (Knisely, Tom) ND11:56–57 [4]
Samitum Rugs for Hearth and Home (Staff-Koetter, Sandra). SO05:60–64 [6]
Seeds for Peace. MA05:26
Surround Yourself with Handwoven Fabrics (Neilson, Rosalie). MJ08:58–61 [4, 8]
The Tie That Binds: The Katrina Rug Project. SO07:27
Two Shadow Weave Rugs on One Warp (Stollberg, Barbara). ND05:60–62 [4]

Runners
Advancing Twills on Four and Eight Shafts (Hazel, Lestra). ND09:56–58 [4, 8]
Best of Show: Warp-Rep Table Runner (Watson, Deborah). MJ08:42–44 [8]
Butterfly Runner (Hagenbruch, Rita). MJ11:40–41 [8]
Checkers, Anyone? A Rep Runner for Holiday Games (Goelman, Hanne). SO05:48–51 [4, 8]
Choose Shadow Weave for Decorative Household Textiles (Saulson, Sarah). JF07:40–42 [8]
Cool Waters Table Runner (Doak, Sandra). SO10:32–33 [2, RH]
Hot Summer Colors for a Runner in Atwater-Bronson Lace (Walker, Barbara). MJ05:38–40 [4]; correction, SO05:7
La Belle Croele for a Runner and Napkins (Woodbury, DeeDee). MA07:64–67 [8]
Lacy Linen Table Scarf (Gipson, Liz). MA08:42–43 [RH, 2]
A Linen Runner to Warm a Room in Winter (Kaiser, Tracy). ND09:48–50 [5]
Lines of Lace for a Table Runner (Liles, Suzie). MA08:38–40 [4]; correction, MJ08:7
Name Drafts for Overshot Borders (Horton, Susan). MA07:72–75 [8]
Party Placemats and Runner in Rep with a Supplementary Warp (Herbstbar, Barbara). MJ05:34–37 [4, 8]
Quigley by Any Name Is Sweet (Liles, Suzie). ND11:54–55 [6]
River Stones Runner in Deflected Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). MJ05:76–77 [8]
A Run of Linen Runners on the Same Warp (Tardy, Vicki). MJ05:52–55 [8]
Runner, Napkins, and Tablecloth in Doubleweave on One Warp (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND07:48–51 [8]
Shadow Weave for Many Projects on One Warp (Fortin, Sarah). ND07:52–55 [8]
Striped Runner in Overshot and Lace (Walker, Barbara). ND09:52–53 [8]
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon). ND06:62–64 [8, 10]
Two-Block Doubleweave on Only Four Shafts (Keasbey, Doramay). ND11:40–41 [4]
A Weaver’s Challenge and an Old Book (Liles, Suzie, and Madelyn van der Hoogt).
SO08:44–47 [6, 8]
Weaving Backed Cloths (Lange-McKibben, Kate). MA10:50–52 [4, 8]
Weaving for the Holidays: Towel and Table Toppers (Kaestner, Tracy). ND07:58–60 [4]
Weft Rep Table Runner (Knisely, Tom). JF08:52–54 [4]
Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall (Lange-McKibben, Kate). MJ06:40–43 [4]
Woven Shibori: Overshot on the Edge (Ellis, Catherine). MA07:68–71 [4, 8]

Saddle Blankets

Samitum
Samitum Rugs for Hearth and Home (Staff-Koetter, Sandra). SO05:60–64 [6]

Samples and Samplers
Designing with M’s and O’s (Heyman, Deborah). MJ10:54–55 [4]
Embrace the Round Robin! (Dixon, Anne). MJ10:10–11
From Towels to Samples to Napkins—to You (Yamamoto, Judith). MJ10:44–45 [8]
Learn with a Sampler in Linen and Huck Lace (Tedder, Lynn). JF06:44–47 [8]
Samples as Visual Art and Valuable Archive (Bervin, Jen). MJ10:80
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! (Thompson, Anita). MJ10:40–42 [8]
Sampling is the Path from A to Z (Patrick, Jane). SO07:96
Zigzagging with Warp Rep: Art Pieces for Wall or Table (Brackmann, Holly). JF06:60–63 [8]
Dévoré for Handwoven Scarves (Field, Anne). J07:44–46 [4]; correction, MA07:7
Divine Dinty Goes Technicolor for Scarves (Orgren, Sally). ND08:52–54 [4, 8]
Doubleweave Colorplay for a Painterly Scarf (Fortin, Sarah). MA10:44–45 [8]; correction, MJ10:73
Dono Roses Scarf in Deflected Doubleweave (Donde, Karen). JF10:50–51 [8]
Elegant Silk Scarf (Tardy, Vicki). MA06:40–42 [8]
Every Last Penny Scarf: Fulleled Shaping for Textured Cloth (Butler, Su). ND05:48–51 [RH, 2, 4]
Eyelash Scarves (Brown, Laurie). MA06:48–51 [4, 8]
Felted-Lace Scarves: Quick to Weave and Hot to Sell (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA09:64–65
Four Seasons Doubleweave Scarf (Fox, Rebecca). SO10:50–51 [8]
Grand MOMA Silk Scarf in Doubleweave (Willingham, Sue). MJ07:72–74 [8]
Lace, Color, and Bamboo Yarn for Shawls and Scarves (Lange-Mckibben, Kate). MA08:48–55 [4, 8]
Leaves and Berries in a Very Feltly Scarf (Butler, Su). JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]
Log Cabin Eye Dazzler in Hand-Dyed Yarns (Hoover, Joan Sheridan). MA05:40–42 [2, 4]
Loop-de-Loop Scarves in Brushed Boucle (Fry, Laura). ND05:40–43 [4]
Nite Lite Scarf: Weaving at Warp Speed (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND05:32–34 [2, 4]
One-Skein Scarf (Gipsin, Liz). MJ09:52–54 [RH]
Overshot Gets a Makeover: It’s All about Color (Stahl, Yvonne). SO07:67–68 [4, 7]
Pom-Poms Add Fun to Scarves and Shawls (Morse, Barbara F.). RJ05:50–52 [4]
Saturday Scarf: Warm and Fuzzy (Hagenbruch, Rita). ND05:36–8 [4]
Say It with Diversified Plain Weave (Fry, Laura). JF11:52–53 [8]
A Shimmering Scarf in Advancing Point Twill (West, Virginia). ND09:54–55 [8]
Showcase Fancy Yarns in Starry Night and Sunny Day Scarves (Squire, Ann). MA09:52–53 [4, 6]
Silk Scarves in Deflected Doubleweave (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). JF07:68–71 [8]
Soy Silk and Bamboo Scarf (Smaya, Norma). JF05:36–38 [8]
Sula’s Scarf in Fulldeflected Doubleweave (Mieel, Stefanie). JF07:64–67 [8]
Textured Scarves in Deflected Doubleweave (Meisel, Stefanie). ND07:40–43 [8]
Twill and Tencel for a Line of Luxury Scarves (Elkins, Barbara). SO09:40–42 [8]
Twill Blocks are a Weaver’s Best Friend (Graver, Pattie). SO09:64–65 [8]
Two Patterns for Two Scarves on One Warp (Inouye, Bonnie). JF08:64–67 [4, 8]
Two Piano Keyboard Scarves in Doubleweave (Yamamoto, Judith, and Patricia Stewart). ND11:64–67 [8]; correction JF12:73
Using Color Forecast Palettes for Warp Stripes (Lancaster, Daryl). MA11:30–33 [4, 8]
The Wh(ole) Project: Nuno-Like Felting for Weavers (Bowman, Susan). ND06:40–43 [2, 4]
Weave a V-Shaped Scarf with Doubleweave (Kuhn, Sally). MA10:40–42 [4]
A Winter Scarf in 3-D Doubleweave (Fortin, Sarah). ND06:36–38 [4]

**SEACELL YARN**

Seacell and Sea Silk (Sanderson, Diana). ND07:62–63

**SELLING HANDWOVEN TEXTILES**

Felted-Lace Scarves: Quick to Weave and Hot to Sell (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA09:64–65
A Guide to Shopping for Handwovens. MA06:28
Paradise Puffs Poncho (Jaroch, Deborah). MA06:52–54 [2, 4]
The Price is Right (Kaestner, Tracy). JF10:65
Twill Blocks are a Weaver’s Best Friend (Graver, Pattie). SO09:64–65 [8]
Weaving for a Guild Sale (Kaestner, Tracy). MA06:32–34
Weaving for Show or Sale (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA06:14
Weaving the Web: Selling Online (Mitchell, Syne). MA09:9

**SELVEDGES**

On the Edge (van der Hoogt). JF08:14–15

**SEWING WITH HANDWOVEN TEXTILES**

A Cut Above & Beyond (West, Virginia). SO11:80
For a Perfect Fit Try Draping (Lancaster, Daryl). ND06:56–60 [4]
Paneled Skirt (Gipsin, Liz, and Melissa Ludden). JF09:40–42 [RH]

**SHADOW WEAVE**

Celebrate with Cloth in Strip-Woven Shadow Weave (Ahearn, Bren). MA05:52–55 [4, 8]
Celebration Coat Inspired by an Article in Handwoven (Meetez, Janette). MJ07:68–71 [8]
Choose Shadow Weave for Decorative Household Textiles (Saulson, Mark). JF07:40–42 [8]
Design by Challenge: Water Lilies (Tencel Shawl (Holman, Barbara). MA05:48–51 [8]
STUDIO SPACE AND DESIGN
Saunderstown Weaving School.

MA11: 10–11
A Studio Is Where Your Loom Is! (Ligon, Linda).
ND09: 23
Studio by Ike (Mitchell, Syne).
ND09: 26
Studio Stuff: Studio Design Tips from Weavers Like You (Miller, Sherrie Amada).
SO07: 74–76
Surround Yourself with What Touches Your Heart (Mayer, Ana Luviera).
SO11: 10–11
The Way We Work. ND09: 10–11

STUDY GROUPS
Color Play in Summer & Winter (Dixon, Anne).
MJ10: 38–39 [6, 4]
Designing with M’s and O’s (Heyman, Deborah).
Exchange Napkins and Know-How in a Study Group (Hurd, Julie).
MJ10: 34–36 [4, 8]
From Towels to Samples to Napkins—to You (Yamamoto, Judith).
MJ10: 44–45 [8]
Go International: Join a Worldwide Napkin Exchange! (Butler, Su, et. al.).
MJ10: 58–59 [4, 8]
Online Study Groups (Mitchell, Syne).
ND10: 9

SUMMER AND WINTER
Bookmarks and a Polychrome Challenge (Keasby, Doramay).
MJ06: 56–59 [8]
Color Gradations in Summer and Winter (Jackson, Sarah H.).
Farkle Game Bags in Summer and Winter (Hoover, Joan Sheridan).
SO07: 60–62 [8]
Fun and Functional: Turned Summer and Winter Towels (Inouye, Bonnie).
MJ06: 52–55 [8]
A Run of Linen Runners on the Same Warp (Tardy, Vicki).
MJ05: 52–55 [8]
School for Weavers: A Summer and Winter Family Reunion (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).
MJ06: 74–77
A Small Coverlet Is within Your Reach (Gibson, Larissa).
Winter and Summer Polychrome—A Yarn’s Best Friend (Stahl, Yvonne, with Helen McKee).
SO10: 38–39 [8]
Summer and Winter Resources (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).
MJ06: 14
A Summer Shawl (Saulson, Sarah).
MJ06: 48–50 [8]
Technicolor cloth (Kaestner, Tracy).
Warp Once, Weave Two Throws—or More! (McClure, Julie).
SO09: 60–62 [6]
Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall (Lange-Mckibben, Kate).
MJ06: 40–43 [4]

SUPPLEMENTARY WARP
A Bevy of Scarves Inspired by Garrowby Hill (Herbst, Barbara).
MJ07: 56–59 [4, 6]
Chenille Scarves with Knitting-Ribbon Accents (Irwin, Bobbie).
ND09: 28–29 [2, 4]
“Double Two-Tie”: A Study of Multiple Options (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).
ND11: 50–53 [6]
E-Textiles: Weaving with EL Wire (Mitchell, Syne).
SO11: 40–42 [RH]
Eyelash Scarves (Brown, Laurie).
MA06: 48–51 [4, 8]
Holiday Towels (Tenny, Karen).
ND09: 62–63 [8]
Lines and Squares (Alderman, Sharon).
MA05: 68–70 [4, 6]; correction, MJ05: 7
MJ05: 54–56 [2, 4]
Party Placemats and Runner in Rep with a Supplementary Warp (Herbst, Barbara).
MJ05: 34–37 [4, 8]
Striped Runner in Overshot and Lace (Walker, Barbara).
ND09: 52–53 [8]
A Summer Runner in Lace and Supplementary Warp (Walker, Barbara).
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon).
ND06: 62–64 [8, 10]
Using Color Forecast Palettes for Warp Stripes (Lancaster, Daryl).
MA11: 30–33 [4, 8]

SUPPLEMENTARY WARP AND WEFT
Felted Fun with Scarves (Buchman, Ruth).
JF09: 56–58 [6]
Lines and Squares (Alderman, Sharon).
MA05: 68–70 [4, 6]; correction, MJ05: 7
Rosepath Ribbon Jacket (George, Joanne Parrish).
SO11: 35, 66–67 [8]
Showcase Fancy Yarns in Starry Night and Sunny Day Scarves (Squire, Ann).
MA09: 52–53 [4, 6]

SUPPLEMENTARY WEFT
Fine Fabrics on a Rigid-Heddle Loom (Patrick, Jane).
MJ07: 64–67 [RH]
Fulled Wool Pillow in Fabric Forecast Colors (Patrick, Jane).
ND06: 74–77
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon).
ND06: 62–64 [8, 10]
Warm and Fuzzy: Freeform Pattern for Scarves (Selandr, Malin).
JF07: 36–38 [4]

SWATCH COLLECTIONS
Swatch Collection #36. Lines and Squares (Alderman, Sharon).
MA05: 68–70 [4, 6]; correction, MJ05: 7
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors. ND06: 62–64 [8, 10]
Swatch Collection #38. Silk: The Luxurious Fiber (Alderman, Sharon).
MJ09: 40–42 [4, 8]
SO10: 44–45 [6, 8]

SWEDISH LACE
Lines of Lace for a Table Runner (Liles, Suzie).
MA08: 38–40 [4]; correction, MJ08: 7
Silk with a Stainless Steel Core (Imperia, Giovanna).
SO07: 68–70 [4]
Summer Tunic in Swedish Lace (Jackson, Sarah H.).
Teach It with Towels: Swedish Lace (Tardy, Vicki).
JF06: 36–39

TABLECLOTHS
Brighten a Breakfast Nook with Table Squares and a Throw (Hammel, Christina).
MA08: 50–52 [4]
Fiesta Tablewear for Fiesta Dinnerware (Liles, Suzie).
MA05: 56–59 [4]
Handwoven Tablecloths (Hagenbruch, F). MJ08: 6–7
A Pillow and Table Squares in Overshot and Dupicate (Horton, Susan).
MA08: 54–56 [4]
Runner, Napkins, and Tablecloth in Doubleweave on One Warp (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).
ND07: 48–51 [8]
Technicolor Cloth (Kaestner, Tracy).
MJ06: 64–47 [4]
Weaving as Chicken Soup (Elkins, Barbara).
MA08: 56–58 [4]

TABLE-WEAVING PROJECTS
Controlled Chaos Vest (Mullarkey, John).
Corkscrew Necklace (Polak, Gudrun).
ND08: 62 [T]

TAPESTRY
Geometry Man Tapestry (Donde, Karen).
MJ09: 48–50 [T, 2]

TARTANS; SEE PLAIDS AND TARTANS

TEACHING WEAVING
Fishing for New Weavers (Donde, Karen).
JF06: 72–75
Handwoven as Inspiration (Brackman, Holly).
MA08: 62–63
On Teaching Around the World (Collingwood, Peter).
JF06: 96
Our Weaving Divas: A Tribute (Donde, Karen).
MA07: 76–77
A Taste of Weaving (Townsend, Patricia).
MJ06: 96
Teaching Beginning Weaving (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).
JF06: 14

TERRY CLOTH
Sumptuous Terry Cloth: Take It for a Spin (Buchanan, Rita).
ND10: 46–49

TEXTILE CARE AND PRESERVATION
Caring for Your Work (McGuin, Judith MacKenzie).
MJ09: 21
TOWELS
Choose Shadow Weave for Decorative Household Textiles (Saulson, Sarah). *JF07*:40–42 [8]
Coordinated Fabrics for a Bathroom (Buenger, Katherine). *MU07*:30–32 [8]; correction, *ND07*:6
Designing the Ultimate Dish Towel (Berent, Mary). *MA11*:54–55 [8]
Huichol Lightning Towels (Elliott, Connie Childs). *JF11*:56–58 [8]
Learning from a Weaver’s Exchange: Towels in M’s and O’s (Farling, Kathleen). *JF06*:61–64 [4, 6]
One Threading, Four Patterns, Four Towels (Tedder, Lynn). *SO09*:44–46 [4]
Pearl Cotton: The Go-To Yarn! (Berent, Mary). *SO10*:34–36 [6]; Reviving the Show Towel (Knisely, Tom). *JF06*:60–63 [8]
Serendipity Wraps for Waffle-Weave Towels (Westbrook, Connie). *SO09*:34–35 [4, 8]
Six Unique Towels in Shadow Weave (Tardy, Vicki). *ND07*:44–47 [8]
Surround Yourself with Handwoven Fabrics (Neilon, Rosalie). *M08*:58–61 [4, 8]
Teach It with Towels: Huck Lace (Linn, Kristin). *JF06*:32–34 [4, 8]; correction, *MJ06*:7
Teach It with Towels: Swedish Lace (Tardy, Vicki). *JF06*:36–39
Teach Yourself Towel with Napkins or Towels (French, Louise). *JF06*:48–50 [8]
Three Towels or One Wall Hanging—or Both! (de Ruiter, Erica). *ND07*:56–57 [4]
Twenty-First Century Towels. *SO06*:34–35
Twill and Basketweave Stripes on Four Shafts (Spady, Robyn). *MA11*:38–39 [4]
A Versatile Draft for Hand or Dish Towels (Oresjo, Gunnel). *SO09*:32–33 [4]
Weaving for the Holidays: Towel and Table Toppers (Kaestner, Tracy). *ND07*:58–60 [4]
TOYS AND GAMES
A Coat and Scarf for an American Girl Doll (Bauer, Jeanette). *ND06*:44–46 [2, 4]
Doll Dress in Sock Yarn (Spencer, Hazel). *ND10*:60–61 [P]
Tapestry Wall Dolls (Adrezn, Maurine). *ND10*:58–59 [P]
Weave a Bear—Or a Whole Zoo! (Preckshot, Amy). *MJ10*:60–61 [4, 8]
TRAVEL: SEE SPOTLIGHT ON TRAVEL (DEPT.)
TRES MANOS (PROGRAM)
Doing Good Work. *SO06*:29
TRICKS OF THE TRADE (DEPT.)
Are You Using the Wrong Shuttle? (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). *ND08*:1
The Best Repair Heddle (Leveille, Susan Morgan). *MJ10*:23
Caring for Your Work (McCuin, Judith Mackenzie). *MJ09*:21
Getting into the Fold (Knisely, Tom). *MA10*:21
Making Yarn Substitutions (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). *SO09*:26
A No-Tears Repair Heddle (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). *JF09*:21
One Weaver’s Approach to Spinning (Ligon, Madelyn). *SO09*:26
Repairing a Broken Warp Thread—Knottlessly (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). *MA09*:21
Tips for Cutting Fabric Strips for Weft (Sharpee, Debra). *SO08*:25
Tool Tips. *ND09*:22
Weaving with Elastic Yarns (Imperia, Giovanni). *SO10*:25
TREVITS; SEE HOT PADS AND POT HOLDERS
TUNICS; SEE VESTS
TUBULAR WEAVE; SEE DOUBLEWEAVE
TURNED TWILL
Answers to a Request: Two Luscious Silk Scarves (Ligon, Linda). *MA09*:56–58 [5, 8]
Linen Table Squares (Woodbury, DeeDee). *ND11*:34–35 [8]
Mixing Colors in Turned Twill for Coordinated Pillows (Jackson, Sarah H.). *ND11*:36–38 [8]
Twill Blocks are a Weaver’s Best Friend (Graver, Pattie). *SO09*:64–65 [8]
TWILL
Advancing Twills on Four and Eight Shafts (Hazel, Lela). *ND08*:56–58 [4, 8]
Alpaca Scarf (Solbrig, Dorothy). *MU09*:60–61 [8]
Combining Twills with Huck Lace (Hartig, Coreen). *MA11*:48–51 [8]
A Cool Blue Bedspread for a Cool Kid’s Room (Rautiainen, Maria). *MA08*:56–57 [8]
A Cover for Your Feathered Friend (Liles, Suzie). *SO06*:68–70
Crazy Twill for an Easy-to-Make Blanket. (Li, Wai-Kwan). *JF08*:28–30 [4]; correction, *MA08*:7
Designing with Twill for a Winning Ruana (Solbrig, Dorothy). *JF06*:52–54 [8]
From Towels to Samples to Napkins—to You (Yamamoto, Judith). *MA11*:44–45 [8]
Night at the Opera Jacket (Totten, Dianne). *SO11*:28, 57–58 [16]
Patchwork Purses in Handwoven Silk (Sanderson, Diana, with Kendra Cooper). *SO07*:36–59 [8]
Peacock Scarf (Kinchin, Cindie). *MA06*:36–38 [8]
Ishibori Gown (Kennard, Teresa). *SO11*:31, 62 [8]
Soy Silk and Bamboo Scarf (Smyady, Norma). *JF05*:36–38 [8]
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon). *ND06*:62–64 [8, 10]
Swatch Collection #38: Silk: The Luxury Fiber (Alderman, Sharon). *MU09*:40–42 [4, 8]
Swatch Collection #39: A New Palette! (Alderman, Sharon). *SO10*:44–45 [6, 8]
Teach Yourself Towel with Napkins or Towels (French, Louise). *JF06*:48–50 [8]
Twill and Basketweave Stripes on Four Shafts (Spady, Robyn). *MA11*:38–39 [4]
A Twill Color Gamb Doubles as a Cozy Studio Nap Blanket (Spady, Robyn). ND08: 40–42 [4]
Twill Pillows in Buffalo and Alpaca Yarn (Selby, Alice). MJ09: 64–65 [8]
Using Color Forecast Palettes for Warp Stripes (Lancaster, Daryl). MA11: 30–33 [4, 8]
A Versatile Draft for Hand or Dish Towels (Oresjo, Gunnel). SO09: 32–33 [4]
TWILL, ADVANCING
A Shimmering Scarf in Advancing Point Twill (West, Virginia). ND09: 54–55 [8]
Kodachrome Coat (Chiu, Tien). SO11: 36–37, 68 [8]
TWILL, CORKSCREW
CorkscREW Weave for Pillows: Twill with a Twist (Tedder, Lynn). SO05: 70–73 [4, 8]
TWILL, EXTENDED POINT
Add Beading to Fabric for Artful Accessories (Staff-Koetter, Sandra, and Rebecca Laurence). MA09: 42–43 [6]
Twill & Ikat Jacket (Griffith, Catherine). SO11: 29, 59–60 [8]
TWILL, PLAITED
A Fully Loaded Laptop Case (Gipson, Liz). ND05: 52–55 [8]
Twill and Tencel for a Line of Luxury Scarves (Elkins, Barbara). SO09: 40–42 [8]
UNICORN TAPESTRIES
Spotlight: West Sussex: Bringing the Unicorn Tapestries into the Twenty-First Century (Robson, Deborah). ND11: 18–19
UPHOLSTERY FABRIC
Upholstery and a Throw for Vintage Chairs (Fortin, Sarah). MJ08: 46–49 [4, 8]
UZBEKISTAN, WEAVING IN
Doing Good Work in Uzbekistan. ND06: 29

---
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VAN GELDER, LYDIA
Homage to a Beloved Weaver. MJ08: 24

VELVET; SEE PILE, WARP OR WEFT

VESTS
Doublewoven Tunic and Scarf Collar on a Rigid-Heddle Loom (McKay, Nancy). SO10: 54–56 [RH]
For a Perfect Fit Try Draping (Lancaster, Daryl). ND06: 56–60 [4]
Little-Sew Lacy Vest on a Simple Loom (Shangold, Judith). MJ11: 56–58 [RH, 2]
Long Vest in Twill Blocks (Bridge, Cher). SO11: 33, 64 [8]
Mesa Tapestry Vest (Shangold, Judith). SO11: 34, 65 [RH, 2]
A Shadow Weave Vest for Day or Evening Wear (Best, Mary Gleason). MA05: 56–59 [6]
Summer and Winter Polychrome—A Yarn’s Best Friend (Stahl, Yvonne, with Helen McKee). SO10: 58–59 [8]
A Versatile Vest for Warm Winter Weather (Luddon, Melissa). JF09: 36–38 [2, 4]
You Can Weave Clothing on a Very Narrow Loom! (McKay, Nancy). SO09: 36–38 [RH]

WADDINGTON, LAVERNE
Spotlight: Laverne Waddington in Bolivia. ND10: 18

WAFFLE WEAVE
One Threading, Four Patterns, Four Towels (Tedder, Lynn). SO09: 44–46 [4]
Serendipity Warps for Waffle-Weave Towels (Westbrook, Connie). SO09: 54–35 [4, 8]

WALL HANGINGS; SEE HANGINGS

WARP REP
Best of Show: Warp-Rep Table Runner (Watson, Deborah). MJ08: 42–44 [8]
Coordinates for Interiors in Three Different Weaves (Essen, Deb). JF08: 48–51 [4]; correction, MA08: 7
Getting Started with Warp Rep (Knisely, Tom). JF06: 56–58 [4]; correction, MA06: 7
Juxtaposing Warp Colors in 4-Block, 4-Shaft Warp Rep (Neilson, Rosalie). MA11: 34–37 [4]
An Ode to Rep (Tallarovic, Joanne). SO05: 96
Party Placemats and Runner in Rep with a Supplementary Warpt (Herbster, Barbara). MA05: 34–37 [4, 8]
Pretty Party Purses in Rep for Quick Weaving Fun (French, Louise). SO05: 52–55 [4, 8]
Surround Yourself with Handwoven Fabrics (Neilson, Rosalie). MA08: 58–61 [4, 8]
Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors (Alderman, Sharon). ND06: 62–64 [8, 10]
Zigzagging with Warp Rep: Art Pieces for Wall or Table (Brackmann, Holly). JF06: 60–63 [8]

WARP, SPACED

WARP-FACED WEAVES

Neon Lights Belt on an Inkle Loom (Abbott, Amy). ND05: 76–77 [1]
Warp-Faced Rosepath Rugs; Flowers for Floors (Smith, Mimi). SO05: 66–69 [4]

WARPLING
New Seven-by-Seven Warping Directions (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO06: 14
Warp Colors (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). SO05: 14
Warp Knots (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). ND05: 14
Winding Multicolored Warps (van der Hoogt, Madelyn). MA05: 14

WASHCLOTHS; SEE DISHCLOTHS AND WASHCLOTHS

WEAVERS, PROFILES OF
A Conversation with a Community Builder. MJ07: 26
A Conversation with a Cowgirl Weaver. SO06: 28–29
A Conversation with a Designing Weaver. MA07: 26
A Conversation with a Friendly Teacher. MA08: 26
A Conversation with a Lucky Weaver. SO05: 27
A Conversation with a Master Weaver. MJ05: 27
A Conversation with a Seeing Weaver. JF08: 26
A Conversation with a Teenage Weaver. ND06: 28
A Conversation with a Venerable Weaver. MA06: 30–31
A Conversation with a Versatile Weaver. ND07: 26–27
A Conversation with a Weaving Diplomat. JF11: 26–27
A Conversation with an Active Weaver. ND05: 27
A Conversation with an Intentional Weaver. MJ08: 26
Fabric that Carries a Tune. ND07: 24
Our Weaving Divas: A Tribute (Donde, Karen). MA07: 76–77
Peruvian Weaver Honored at the Mountain Institute. ND07: 24
Russell Groff: A Weaving Pioneer (Sanders, Nadine). MA05: 27
Spotlight: Amy Preckshot. JF10: 19
Spotlight: Don Pippinger. ND11: 19
Spotlight: Eddie Doherty: One of the Last Masters of Donegal Tweed. ND11: 18–19
Spotlight: Helene Bress. MJ10: 19
Spotlight: Jane Evans. MA09: 19
Spotlight: Laura Marotta. ND09: 19
Spotlight: Laverne Waddington in Bolivia. ND10: 18
Spotlight: Morgan Bajardi, the Next Generation. JF11: 18
WEAVING WITH GRASSES
Elegant Silk Scarf (Tardy, Vicki).

Custom Checkbook Cover in A Wedding Ensemble (Chiu, Tien).

Weaving the World a Better Place!

Weaving the Web: Facebook (Mitchell, Weaving the Web: E-Textiles!)

You Tube (Mitchell, Syne)

Selling Online (Mitchell, Syne).

SEO for Weavers (Mitchell, Syne).

How Tweet It Is! (Mitchell, Syne).

Bringing the Classroom to the Student.

Blog Your Weaving (Mitchell, Syne).

Tapestry Rag Rugs (Erickson, Sakiori: Recycling Something Old into Indonesian Batik and a Swedish Spot

WEBSITES AND BLOGS
Blog Your Weaving (Mitchell, Syne).

JF09:8

Bringing the Classroom to the Student.

ND08:9

Color Tools (Mitchell, Syne). MJ09:9


MA10:9

How Tweet It Is! (Mitchell, Syne).

ND09:9

Kickstart a Project (Mitchell, Syne).

SO10:9

Online Study Groups (Mitchell, Syne).

ND10:9

SEO for Weavers (Mitchell, Syne).

JF10:9

Selling Online (Mitchell, Syne).

MA09:9

Social Networking (Mitchell, Syne).

ND08:9

A Talk Show for Weavers. ND06:26

You Tube (Mitchell, Syne) ND08:9

Weaving the Web: Digital Downloads (Mitchell, Syne). MJ11:9

Weaving the Web: E-Textiles! (Mitchell, Syne). MA11:9

Weaving the Web: Facebook (Mitchell, Syne).

JF11:9

Weaving the World a Better Place! (Mitchell, Syne) MA10:9

Weaving Your Own Web: How to Get Your Guild Online (Leech, Heidi).

SO06:30–32

Weaveolution (Mitchell, Syne).

SO09:9

WEDDING DRESSES
A Wedding Ensemble (Chiu, Tien).

JF11:29

WEEKEND WEAVER (DEPT.)
Custom Checkbook Cover in Contemporary Overshot (Good, Liz).

MA07:44–46

Elegant Silk Scarf (Tardy, Vicki).

MA06:40–42 [8]

Farmyard Hot Pads in Warp Rep (Kaestner, Tracy).

SO05:36–39 [4]

Handwoven Hats: Fun with Faux Fur (Witt, Leanna).

ND06:52–54 [2, 4]

Linen and Lace Bag: A Student’s First Project (Landry, Lizzie).

JF06:40–42 [4]


JF05:54–56 [2, 4]

Poncho Pizzazz (Kaestner, Tracy).

MA05:64–66 [4]

Saturday Scarf: Warm and Fuzzy (Hagenbruch, Rita).

ND05:36–38 [4]

Shadow Weave Circles: A Summer Scarf on Six Shafts (French, Louise).

JF05:64–66 [6]; correction, SO05:7

They’re Catnip to a Cat—Handwoven Cat Toys (Anderson, Margaret).

SO06:44–46 [4]

Weaving on the Go: Tiny Evening Bags on a Weavette Loom (Leary, Catherine).

SO07:38–39 [P]

WEFT-FACED VASTS
Coordinates for Interiors in Three Different Weaves (Eisen, Deb).

JF08:48–51 [4]; correction, MA08:7

Weft Rep Table Runner (Kaestner, Tom).

JF08:52–54 [4]

WILSON, SUSAN
My Space. MJ11:10–11

WINSLOW, HEATHER
A Conversation with a Seeing Weaver.

JF08:26

WIRE, WEAVING WITH
E-Textiles: Weaving with EL Wire (Mitchell, Syne).

SO11:40–42 [RH]

WOOD, WEAVING WITH
Try Something Really New—Weave with Wood (Dyrup, Malgorzata).

JF10:30–32 [2, 4]

YARN BALANCES
Demystify Mystery Yarns with an Easy-to-Make Yarn Balance (Hammel, Christina).

MA07:78–79

YARN OF THE DEPT.
Bamboo. MA08:64–65; correction, MJ08:7

Eco-Cotton. SO08:64–65

Editor’s Choice. MA09:66–67

Hemp. MJ08:62–63

Linen. ND08:64–65

Novelty Knitting Yarns. JF10:66–67

Seacell and Sea Silk (Sanderson, Diana).

ND07:62–63

Self-Stripped Sock Yarns.

JF08:76–77

Silk with a Stainless Steel Core (Imperia, Giovanna).

SO07:68–70 [4]

Slow Yarn. MJ09:66–67

Ten Yarns for Ten Bucks (or Less)!

SO09:66–67

Twist and Bounce.

ND09:64–65

The Wonders of Wool. JF09:64, 66

YARNS AND FIBERS: SEE ALSO YARN OF THE HOUR; YARNS, NOVELTY (AND FIBERS BY NAME)

JF05:26–30

How Much Yarn Do You Need? (van der Hoogt, Madelyn).

MJ08:15

YARNS, HANDPAINTED
Turning a Handpainted Sock Yarn into a Painted Warp (Roran, Ruth).

SO10:40–42 [6]

YARNS, KNITTING
A Cushy Alpaca Pillow for a First Project in Knitting Yarns (Bestor, Leslie Ann).

SO10:38–39 [2, 4]

A Guide to Designing for Weaving with a New Yarn (Murphy, Marilyn).

SO10:38–39 [2, 4]

Novelty Knitting Yarns. JF10:66–67

Novelty Yarns and a Rigid-Heddle Loom (Mitchell, Gloria).

JF10:28–29 [RH, 2]

Splash! Jacket in Knitting Yarns (Shangold, Judith).

SO10:28–30 [RH, 2]

YARNS, NOVELTY
Designing with Novelty Yarns for a Sumptuous Shawl (Herster, Barbara).

JF05:70–72 [4]

Lacy Wool Scarves: A Fiber Exploration (Meisel, Stefanie).

JF05:58–61 [2, 4]

Loop-de-Loop Scarves in Brushed Bouclé (Fry, Laura).

ND05:40–43 [4]

A New Look at the Boa: a Great Reason to Buy Novelty Yarns (Campbell, Jaye).

JF05:62–64 [2, 4]


JF05:54–56 [2, 4]

Novelty Knitting Yarns. JF10:66–67

Novelty Yarns and a Rigid-Heddle Loom (Mitchell, Gloria).

JF10:28–29 [RH, 2]

Gleats Horse—With Elastic Yarn (Imperia, Giovanna).


Showing Off Novelty Yarns (Spady, Robyn).

MJ08:30–33 [4]

Silk with a Stainless Steel Core (Imperia, Giovanna).

SO07:68–70 [4]

Weaving with Elastic Yarns (Imperia, Giovanna).

SO10:25

YARNS, PAINTED
A Cushy Alpaca Pillow for a First Project in Knitting Yarns (Bestor, Leslie Ann).

SO10:46–47 [RH, 4]

YARN, PAPER
A Cool Weave for a Hot Pad (Pennanen, Marita).

JF10:26–27 [4, 6]

YAK YARN, QUVIUT
A Guide to Designing for Weaving with a New Yarn (Murphy, Marilyn).

SO10:38–39 [2, 4]

AUTHOR INDEX
ABBARNO, LUCIANO
Beaded Silk Scarf with Bands of Beaded Leno.

MA09:46–48 [4]

ABBOTT, AMY
Neon Lights Belt on an Inkle Loom.

ND05:76–77 [1]

A Pincushion Necklace for You or Your Loom. ND08:32–33 [1]

ABERNATHY-PAINE, RAMONA
Blending Yarns to Create New Hues.

MA11:44–46 [8]

ADREZIN, MAURINE

AHEARN, BREN
Celebrate with Cloth in Strip-Woven Shadow Weave.

MA05:52–55 [4, 8]

ALBERT, MARVELYN

SO06:48–51 [4, 8]; correction, ND06:7

Winter Lace: Shawls in Dip-dye Leno.

ND06:48–51 [2, 4]

ALDERMAN, SHARON

Swatch Collection #36: Lines and Squares. MA05:68–70 [4, 6]; correction, MJ05:7

Swatch Collection #37: Fabrics for Interiors. ND06:62–64 [8, 10]

Swatch Collection #38, Silk: The Luxury Fiber. MJ09:40–42 [4, 8]


ALLEN, KEN, KAREN FOLLAND, AND NANCY VAGHY

ALEXANDER, K. C.
A Winning Combination.

JF08:40–42 [4]

ALMANS, CLAUDIA
Felted Floats for Unique Pattern Stripes. SO07:44–46 [8]

ALTERGOTT, SHARON
A Great Way to Spend Almost Three Decades. (Endnotes) MJ07:96

ANDERSON, MARGARET
They’re Catnip to a Cat—Handwoven Cat Toys. SO06:44–46 [4]
ANDERSON, SARAH, AND KAREN CHABINSKY
Spinning a Yarn for Weaving. MJ11:25

ARNDT, LINDA
A Weaver’s Take on Prayer Flags. JF11:50–51 [4]

AYERS, DIANE

BARRETT, CLOTILDE
A Weaving Life Is a Good Life. (Endnotes) ND07:96

BAUER, JEANETTE
A Coat and Scarf for an American Girl Doll. ND06:44–46 [2, 4]

BECK, BEULAH
4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave for Winning Placemats. MA10:28–29 [4]

BENNIN, STEPHEN
Pedestrian Rug in Black and White. JF07:48–51 [4, 8]

BERENT, MARY
Designing the Ultimate Dish Towel. MA11:54–55 [8]

BROWN, LAURIE
Eyelash Scarves. MA06:48–51 [4, 8]

Buchanan, Rita

BUCHANAN, RITA
When Something Sparks Your Passion. . . MJ09:80

Buchanan, Rita, Sarah Swett, and SARA LAMB
Making the Most of It. ND10:10–11

BUCHANAN, RITA
Felting Fun with Scarves. JF09:56–58 [6]

BUCHER, KATHERINE
Coordinated Fabrics for a Bathroom. MJ07:30–32 [8]; correction, ND07:6

BUCHER, SU
Book Review. The Best of Weaver’s: Summer and Winter Plus (M. van der Hoogt, ed.) ND10:20

BUTLER, SU
Leaves and Berries in a very Felty Scarf. JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]

BUTLER, SU, NATALIE FURREY, AND REBECCA FOX
Go International: Join a Worldwide Napkin Exchange! MJ10:58–59 [4, 8]

CAMPBELL, JAYE

Carpenter-Beck, Debra
Spotlight: Eddie Doherty. ND11:18–19

CASEY, MAGGIE
How Slow Can You Go? ND10:68–69

CHABINSKY, KAREN, AND SARAH ANDERSON
Spinning a Yarn for Weaving. MJ11:25

CHIU, TIEIN
Block Weave Basics: Using a Profile Draft. ND11:28–29

COIFMAN, LUCIENNE
Checkers, Anyone? A Rep Runner for Holiday Games. SO05:48–51 [4, 8]

COLBURN, CAROL
Vadmel: Fulling Woolen Cloth the Traditional Way. ND06:78–81

COLLINGWOOD, PETER
On Teaching Around the World. (Endnotes) JF06:96

COOK, JANICE, JULIE HURD, SANDY BRAGG, AND LUCY STOLT

Cortelyou, Louise H.
Bloomed Leaf Throw in 4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave. ND05:64–66 [4]; correction, MJ06:7

DAVIS, LINDA L.

DAWSON, JANET
Anything but Plain: Twelve Placemats on One Warp! ND07:28–30 [4]

DE RUITER, ERICA
Three Towels or One Wall Hanging—Or Both! ND07:56–57 [4]

DE WEALE, JILL
Flower-Power Handwoven Handbags. JF10:60–61 [2, RH]

DEYRUP, MALGORZATA

DIXON, ANNE

DODGE, KAREN
Camp for Weavers. MA09:26–27

DONDE, KAREN
Sailors Take Warning: Shawl. MA09:48–50 [2, T]

DOUGLAS, KAMELLE
Finding New Weavers. JF06:72–75

DOW, JEAN

EATough, JUDIE

EDDIE, SARAH
Leaves and Berries in a very Felty Scarf. JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]

FORD, NATHAN

FORD, JENNIFER
Leaves and Berries in a very Felty Scarf. JF10:56–58 [2, 4, RH]

FREEMAN, MICHAEL
Go International: Join a Worldwide Napkin Exchange! MJ10:58–59 [4, 8]

GROSS, NELLE

GREEN, MARY

GUNTHER, PETER
Weaving is Life. MA07:68–69

HANSEN, ANNE
Fishing for New Weavers. JF06:72–75

HARRISON, SARA
Geometry Man Tapestry. MJ09:48–50 [2, 4]

HART, RUTH
On Teaching Around the World. ND06:78–81

HITZ, PAUL
Navigating the Map during a Study Group. ND11:28–29

HODGSON, JENNIFER
Color Play in Summer & Winter. SO11:36–37, 68 [8]

HOHENBERG, KATHERINE

HOPPER, JULIANNE
How Slow Can You Go? ND10:68–69

HORSCH, SARA
Checking, Anyone? A Rep Runner for Holiday Games. SO05:48–51 [4, 8]

HURD, JULIE
Vadmel: Fulling Woolen Cloth the Traditional Way. ND06:78–81

HURSIT, JESS
On Teaching Around the World. (Endnotes) JF06:96

INNIS, GLENDA
Felting Fun with Scarves. JF09:56–58 [6]

JACOBSEN, ANNE

JACOBSEN, JAN

JACOBSEN, JEN
Three Towels or One Wall Hanging—Or Both! ND07:56–57 [4]

JACOBSEN, KAREN

JACOBSEN, LAURIE

JACOBSEN, SARAH

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN

JACOBSON, JEN
EDWARDS, TOMOE
Cousin Crackle for 4-Block, 4-Shift Scarves. MJ06:36–39 [4]

EHLER, CHRISTI EALES
Bands, Bands, Bands, and More Bands! S008:30–32 [1]

ELKINS, BARBARA
Twill and Tencel for a Line of Luxury Scarves. S009:40–42 [8]
Weaving as Chicken Soup. MA08:56–58 [4]

ELLIOTT, CONNIE CHILDS
Huishel Lightning Towels. JF11:56–58 [8]

ELLIS, CATHERINE
Woven Shibori: Overshot on the Edge. MA07:68–71 [4, 8]

ERICKSON, JOANNA

ESSEN, DEB

FARLING, KATHLEEN
Learning from a Weaver’s Exchange: Towels in M’s and O’s. JF06:64–66 [4, 6]
A New Look at Threadin M’s and O’s. MJ10:56–57 [4]

FIELD, ANNE

FLEEEER, KATHY
How to Pack and Ship Garments for Shows. MA06:75 [4]

FOLLAND, KAREN, KEN ALLEN, AND NANCY VAGHY

FORTIN, SARAH
Shadow Weave for Many Projects on One Warp. ND07:52–55 [4]

GIPSON, LIZ
Harrisville Designs: Committed to Textile Traditions. JF05:78–79 [4]
In Praise of Plain Weave. ND05:31 [4]
Lacy Linen Table Scarf. MA08:42–43 [RH, 2]
One-Skein Scarf. MJ09:52–54 [RH]
Piping Hot Pillows. ND08:34–35 [RH]

GIPSON, LIZ, AND MELISSA LUDDEN
Panelled Skirt. JF09:40–42 [RH]

GOOD, LIZ
Custom Checkbook Cover in Contemporary Overshot. MA07:44–46

GRAVER, PATTIE
Twill Blocks Are a Weaver’s Best Friend. S009:64 [4]

GRIFFIN, JOAN

GRIGG, CATHARINE
Twill & Ikat Jacket. SJ11:29, 59–60 [8]

HAGENBRUCH, RITA
Butterfly Runner. MJ11:40–41 [8]
Saturday Scarf: Warm and Fuzzy. ND05:36–38 [4]

HALL, CYNTHIA

HAMMEL, CHRISTINA
Brighten a Breakfast Nook with Table Squares and a Throw. MJ08:50–52 [4]
Demystify Mystery Yarns with an Easy-to-Make Yarn Balance. MJ07:78–79

HARTIG, COREEN
Combining Twills with Huck Lace. MJ11:48–51 [8]

HARVEY, NANCY
Narrow Vertical Designs in Tapestry with Needlefelting. JF08:68–70 [8]

HAWSON, NANCY ARTHUR
No-Sew Gifts for Holiday Giving. S010:40–41 [8]

Hebein, Debora
Designing with M’s and O’s. MJ10:54–55 [4]

HIGGINS, SISTER MARY

HOLCOMB, DEBORAH

HOLMAN, BARBARA

HOMANN, KAREN
Versatile Miniatures in Lee’s Surrender. MA07:40–42 [4]

HOOVER, JOAN (SEE ALSO SHERIDAN, JOAN)
Farkle Game Bags in Summer and Winter. SO07:60–62 [8]
Log Cabin Eye Dazzler in Hand-Dyed Yarns. MA05:40–42 [2, 4]

HORTON, SUSAN
Doubleweave Pillow. MA06:64–66 [8]
Name Drafts for Overshot Borders. MA07:72–75 [8]
A Pillow and Table Squares in Overshot and Duscape. MA08:54–56 [4]
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Hurd, Julie

Hurd, Julie, Sandy Bragg, Janice Cook, and Lucy Stolt

Imperia, Giovanna

Silk with a Stainless Steel Core. SO07:68–70 [4]

Weaving with Elastic Yarns. SO10:25

Inouye, Bonnie

Two Patterns for Two Scarves on One Warp. JF08:64–67 [4, 8]

Irwin, Allison

Irwin, Bobbie
Chenille Scarves with Knitting-Ribbon Accents. ND09:28–29 [2, 4]

A Weaver Named Squirrel. ND11:80

Ishikawa, Sally

Jaastad, Sandee

Jackson, Sarah H.

A Line of Embellished Scarves. SO10:60–61 [RH, 2]

Mixing Colors in Turned Twill for Coordinated Pillows. ND11:36–38 [8]


James, Marisa
Copyright Law for Handweavers. MA06:80

More Copyright Law for Handweavers. MJ06:79

Jarchow, Deborah
Paradise Puffs Poncho. MA06:52–54 [2, 4]

Jones, Pamela


Jones, Rosa Chavarría
Two Garments Using Great New Accent Yarns. ND07:36–38 [2, 4]

Kaestner, Tracy
Book Review. The Ashford Book of Weaving for the Four-Shaft Loom (A. Field). JF08:20


Happy Towels. MA11:52–53 [2, 4]


A Linen Runner to Warm a Room in Winter. ND09:48–50 [5]


The Price Is Right. JF10:65


Set a Spring Table. MA08:34–37 [4]


Weaving for the Holidays: Towel and Table Topper. ND07:58–60 [4]

KEASBEY, DORAMAY
Bookmarks and a Polychrome Challenge. MJ06:56–59 [8]


4-Shaft, 4-Block Doubleweave: A Unique Color-and-Weave Effect. MA05:60–63 [4]


Two-Block Doubleweave on Only Four Shafts. ND11:40–41 [4]

Kelley, Kristin
Huck Lace and Tencel. MA08:30–32 [4]

Lusciously Ruffled Scarf. JF09:34–35 [2, 4]

On Becoming a Weaver. (Endnotes) MA08:80

Kennard, Teresa
Shibori Gowns. SO11:31, 62 [8]

Kersten, Anneke

Kersten, Sharon
Make a Loom and Weave a Hatband in Two Days. MA09:34–36 [1]

Killeen, Leslie
Fiesta Cloth: Coloring by the Numbers. MA07:56–58 [4]

King, Katrina
Wedding Wraps. JF11:29

Kitchin, Cindie
Peacock Scarf. MA06:36–38 [8]

Klos, Dagmar
Book Review. The Best of Weaver: The Magic of Double Weave (M. van der Hoogt, ed.). MA07:20

Knickman, Jessica
A Triangular Hat. JF09:32–33 [F]

Knisely, Tom

A Doublewidth Blanket on a Mid-Size Loom. MA10:30–32 [4]

Getting into the Fold. MA10:21

Getting Started with Warp Rep. JF06:56–58 [4]; correction, MJ05:7


Weft Rep Table Runner. JF08:52–54 [4]

Knisely, Tom, and Lynn Tedder
Revising the Show Towel. MA06:60–63 [8]

Knisely, Tom, with Lynette Beam

Koppel, Maria Brekke

Korus, Jean
Overshot Made Easy for Pot Holders. MJ05:30–33 [4]

Krogh, Elsa
Chanel-Inspired Fabrics. ND07:78–81

Krone, Judith Powell, and Alice Schlein
Tips for Photographing Your Work for a Show. MA06:76–77

Kuhn, Sally
Weaving a V-Shaped Scarf with Doubleweave. MA10:40–42 [4]

Lamb, Sara
Book Review. How to Make an Oriental Rug (N. Roberts). JF07:21


Surround Yourself with Fair-Trade Textiles. ND10:80

Lamb, Sara, Rita Buchanan, and Sarah Swett
Making the Most of It. ND10:10–11

Lancaster, Daryl
Book Review. Sewing from Square One: Turn Simple Fabric Squares into 20 Projects (D. Cahill). ND07:22

Book Review. Woven (S. W. Hokanson). MJ07:20

Designing as Adventure. MA11:80

For a Perfect Fit Try Draping. ND06:56–60 [4]

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/Winter ’05–’06. JF05:74–77

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/Winter ’06–’07. JF06:76–79

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fall/Winter ’07–’08. JF08:78–81

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’05–’06. MA05:72–75

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’06–’07. MA06:68–71

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/Summer ’06. ND05:72–75

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/Summer ’07. SO05:74–77

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: Spring/Summer ’08. SO07:78–81

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review. MJ06:68–70

Handwoven’s Fabric Forecast: The Year in Review. MJ05:72–75

Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Fashions for Fall/Winter ’07–’08. MA07:78–81

Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Spring/Summer ’07. ND06:70–73

Handwoven’s Fashion Forecast: Fall/Winter ’07–’08. JF07:74–77


Theo Moorman Goes Big with Pendleton “Worms.” ND05:68–71 [8, 6]

Using Color Forecast Palettes for Warp Stripes. MA11:30–33 [4, 8]

Warp Painting for a Scarf in the Night at the Arcade Palette. MJ06:71–72 [8]

Landry, Lizzie
Linenc and Lace Bag: A Student’s First Project. JF06:40–42 [4]

Lange-Mckibben, Kate

Lace, Color, and Bamboo Yarn for Shaws and Scarves. MA08:48–55 [8]

Weaving Backed Cloths, MA10:50–52 [4, 8]


Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. MJ06:40–43 [4]

Lange-Mckibben, Kate, Martha TottenHam, and Fran Moore
LAURENCE, REBECCA, and SANDRA STAFF-KOETTER
Add Beading to Fabric for Artful Accessories. MA09:42–43 [6]

LEARY, CATHERINE
Weaving on the Go: Tiny Evening Bags on a Weavelette Loom. SO07:38–39 [P]

LECH, HEIDI
Weaving Your Own Web. How to Get Your Guild Online. SO06:30–32

LESLIE, RUBY
A Scarf in the Feathers and Wings Palette. MA05:76 [6]
All You Do Is Spritz! ND09:30–31 [8]

LEVIELLE, SUSAN MORGAN
The Best Repair Heddle. MJ10:23

LI, WAI-KWAN
Crazy Twill. JF08:28–30 [4]; correction. MA08:7

LIGON, LINDA
Answers to a Request: Two Luscious SilkScarves. MA09:56–58 [5, 8]
Log-Cabin Ruana. JF09:48–50 [2, 4, RH]
One Weaver’s Approach to Spinning. ND10:29
Roots. SO09:8
A Shaggy-Bag Story. SO08:38–39 [RH, 2]
A Studio Is Where Your Loom Is! ND09:23
To Weave or Not to Weave. SO08:80
Why I Love to Weave (or, Don’t Try This at Home). SO09:80

LILES, SUZIE
A Cover for Your Feathered Friend. SO06:68–70 [4]
Lines of a Loom for a Table Runner. MA08:38–40 [4]; correction, MJ08:7
Quigley by Any Name Is Sweet. ND11:54–55 [6]
Tired of Straight Stripes? Meet the Ondule Reed! MA09:30–32 [4]
Upholstery and a Throw. MJ08:46–49 [4, 8]

LILES, SUZIE, and MADELYN VAN DER HOOGT
A Weaver’s Challenge and an Old Book. SO08:44–47 [6, 8]

LILES, SUZIE, and ROBIN LYnde

LIPPERT, CONNIE

LOWENSTEIN, BERNA
Bag Lady Exchange. SO07:72–73

LUDDEN, MELISSA
A Versatile Vest for Warm Winter Wear. JF09:36–38 [2, 4]

LUDDEN, MELISSA, and LIZ GIPSON
Paneled Skirt. JF09:40–42 [RH]

LYNCH, LYNNETTE
Spaced Warp with Leno. MJ11:46–47 [2, 4]

LYNDE, ROBIN
Artful Fibers: Art Inspires Art. MA11:66–67
A Bamboo Shawl in Shadow Weave. ND06:32–34 [4]; correction, JF07:7

LYNDE, ROBIN, and SUZIE LILES

MADIGAN, COLLEEN
Allen Fannin, 1939–2004. JF05:7

MARCUS, SHARON
Book Review. NZechnic: Weaver & Innovative Artist (L. Rees). JF06:20

MARKER, MARY CREE
Doubleweave Rainbow Windows in Embroidery Thread. ND10:36–37 [8]

MAYER, ANITA LUVERA
Say It with Cloth: The Stages of Our Lives. JF11:30
Surface Embellishments Make Handwovens Unique. SO11:50–52 [2, 4]

Surround Yourself with What Touches Your Heart. SO11:10
Wear on the Outside Who You Are on the Inside. (Endnotes) ND06:96
What Goes Around Comes Around. (Endnotes) ND05:20

MCCLURE, JULIE

MCQUIN, JUDITH MACKENZIE
Caring for Your Work. MJ09:21
Spinning Straw into Gold. (Endnotes) JF05:96

MCDENVITT, MARYANNE

MCFARLAND, SUE
Felted Holiday Ornaments. ND07:61

MCKEE, HELEN, with YVONNE STAHL

MCRAY, NANCY
Doubleweave Tunic and Scarf Collar on a Rigid-Heddle Loom. SO10:54–56 [RH]
You Can Weave Clothing on a Very Narrow Loom! SO09:36–38 [RH]

MEANY, JANET
Every Loom Has a Story. ND08:80

MEER, KATI REEDER

MEETZE, JANETTE
Celebration Coat Inspired by an Article in Handwoven. MJ07:68–71 [8]

MEISEL, STEFANIE
A Celebration Shawl for a Bright New Year. JF09:62–63 [2, 4]
Embroidered Wool Bag in Bulky Knitting Yarns. ND05:44–47 [2, 4]
River Stones Runner in Deflected Doubleweave. MJ05:76–77 [8]
Sula’s Scarf in Fulled Deflected Doubleweave. JF07:64–67 [8]
Textured Scarves in Deflected Doubleweave. ND07:40–43 [8]

MERRILL, SUSAN BARRETT, with RICHARD MERRILL
Create More Time (and Space) ND08:10

MILLER, SHERRIE AMADA
Decorative Holiday Pet Collars. SO06:40–43 [8]
Studio Stuff: Studio Design Tips from Weavers Like You. SO07:74–76

MITCHELL, GLORIA
Novelty Yarns and a Rigid-Heddle Loom. JF10:28–29 [RH, 2]

MITCHELL, LESLIE

MITCHELL, SYNE
Blog Your Weaving. (Weaving the Web) JF09:9
Book Review: Small Loom and Freeform Weaving: Five Ways to Weave (B. Matthiessen). ND08:18
Color Tools (Weaving the Web). MJ09:9
Handweaving.net. MJ10:9
How Tweet It Is! (Weaving the Web) ND09:9
Kickstart a Project. SO10:9
A Loom with a View. (Endnotes) MA07:96
Online Study Groups. ND10:9
Selling Online (Weaving the Web). MA09:9
SEO for Weavers. JF10:9
Social Networking (Weaving the Web). ND08:9
Stash-Busting Scarves. ND09:24–26 [RH]
Studio by Ikea. ND09:26
Weavolution. (Weaving the Web) SO09:9
Weaving the World a Better Place! MA10:9
You Tube. (Weaving the Web) SO08:9

MONAGHAN, KATHLEEN
Emblish Handwoven Bags with Needlefelting. JF09:52–54 [4]

MONCRIEF, LIZ
Maintaining Your Loom. JF11:10

MOORE, JENNIFER
Doubleweave Doubled. MA10:62–64 [8]
James Koehler. MJ11:19
Play with Layers for Doubleweave
Scarves. JF10: 34–35 [8]
A Schedule in Violet. MA10: 80

MOORE, FRAN, KATE LANGE-MCKIBBEN, AND MARTHA TOTTENHAM

MORRIS, KATHLEEN
Cut Warp and Weft Floats. JF08:60–63 [8]

MORRISON, RUTH
Canine Couture. SO06:64–67 [4]; correction, ND07:6

MORSE, BARBARA F.
Pom-Poms Add Fun to Scarves and Shawls. SO09:50–52 [4]
Tallit. JF11:28

MULLARKEY, JOHN

MUNROE, IRENE TORREULLA
Southwest Swing Top. SO11:26–27, 56 [2, 4]

MURPHY, MARILYN
Lost in Yarn Memories. SO10:80

NEILSON, ROSALIE
Book Review. The Best of Weaver's: Twill Thrills (M. van der Hoogt, ed.). MJ05:20
Book Review. Symmetry Comes of Age: The Role of Pattern in Culture (D. Washburn and D. Crowe, eds.). ND05:20
Juxtaposing Warp Colors in 4-Block, 4-Shaft Warp Rep. MA11:34–37 [4]
A Rep Table Runner: Versatile and Reversible. SO05:44–47 [4]
Surround Yourself with Handwoven Fabrics. MJ08:38–61 [4, 8]
Thrums Are Fibers Too: A Double Corduroy Rug. JF06:66–69

NICKOL, MARY
NORRIS, SCOTT

O'HARA, SHEILA
It's a Dog's Life! A Comfy Red in Taqueté. SO06:56–59 [4, 8]
A Loom Story: From Computerized Dobby Loom to a Jacquard. ND08:60–63 [6]
A Stitch in Time. MA10:34–36 [8]

ORESJO, GUNNEL
A Versatile Draft for Hand or Dish Towels. SO09:32–33 [4]

ORGREN, SALLY
Divine Dinity Goes Technicolor for Scarves. ND08:52–54 [4, 8]

OSTERHAUG, ANITA
Spotlight: Tingkuy des Tejedores. MA11:18–19
Weaving Matters. JF10:80

OWEN, ROBERT
From Overshot to Doubleweave the Easy Way. MA07:60–63 [8]

PATRICK, JANE
Book Review. Saori; Self-Discovery Through Free Weaving (M. Jo and K. Jo). SO05:21
A Centerpiece Fringed with Pineapple Yarn. SO08:28–29 [RH, 4]
Fine Fabrics on a Rigid-Heddle Loom. MU07:64–67 [RH]
Fuller Wool Pillow in Fabric Forecast Colors. ND06:74–77 [RH, 2, 4]
Petal Pink, Petal Soft. MU11:52–54 [RH, 2]
Rigid-Heddle Doubleweave. MA10:56–58 [RH]
Sampling is the Path from A to Z. (Endnotes) SO07:96
Tile Wrap. SO06:76–77

PENNANEN, MARITA

PIECHORSKI, KAREN
Lighten Your Load. JF09:10
Set Your Body (and Your Loom) Free. MJ09:10

PIROCH, SIGRID
A Fluffy Mat for a Cat Using Handwoven Chenille Weft. SO06:52–55 [2, 4]
Spot Bronson Takes a Turn in Striped Pillows. ND09:40–42 [4]

POLAK, GUDRUN
Corksteam Necklace. ND08:62–63 [C]
A Stary Scarf in Deflected Doubleweave. JF07:60–62 [8]

PRECKSHOT, AMY
Weave a Bear—or a Whole Zoo! MJ10:60–61 [4, 8]

PRITCHARD, EMILIE

RAABE, LISA NELSON

RAUTIENEN, MARIA
A Cool Blue Bedspread for a Cool Kid’s Room. SO08:56–57 [8]

RICHARDS, BARB

RICHARDS, KAREN
Weave with Emu Feathers. JF08:56–58 [2, 4, 6]

ROBSON, DEBORAH
Spotlight: West Sussex, England: Bringing the Unicorn Tapestries into the Twenty-First Century. MA11:18–19

ROGERS, LETITIA
Celebration of Life Scarf. MA10:60–61 [8]

ROMATKA, MARILYN
Beaded Bands on a Bow Loom. MU11:66–67

RONAN, RUTH
Turning a Handpainted Skein of Yarn into a Painted Warp. SO10:40–42 [6]

ROSE, DINAH
Sturdy Rag Totes. SO07:40–42 [2, 4]

ROSS, HENDRY
A Study in Color Leads to a Krokbragd Rug. MA09:38–40 [4]

RUCKER, BARBARA LAYTON
Bumpy Bamboo Scarves in M’s and O’s. JF10:52–54 [6, 4, 6]; correction, MA10:73

SAMAKE, CYNTHIA LECONT
The Meaning of Cloth: Festival Clothing in Bolivia. JF11:27

SANDERS, NADINE
Russell Groff: A Weaving Pioneer. MA05:27

SANDERSON, DIANA
Seacell and Sea Silk. ND07:62–63

SANDERSON, DIANA, WITH KENDRA COOPER
Patchwork Purses in Handwoven Silk. SO07:56–59

SARACINO, ADRIA, AND ARLEY SOCHOCKY
Forward Thinking MJ08:64–65

SAULSON, SARAH
Choose Shadow Weave for Decorative Household Textiles. JF07:40–42 [8]
A Summer Shawl. MJ06:48–50 [8]

SCANLIN, TOMMY
Book Review. The Modernist Textile: Europe and America, 1890–1940 (V. G. Troy). MA08:20–21

SCHLEIN, ALICE AND JUDITH POWELL KRONE
Tips for Photographing Your Work for a Show. MA06:76–77

SCHMOLLER, IRENE
Taking It All with Me! JF11:80

SCHNEE, KAREN

SCHULTZ, LORALEE

SELANDER, MALIN

SELBY, ALICE
Twill Pillows in Buffalo and Alpaca Yarn. MJ09:64–65 [8]

SELM, KAREN
Book Review. Silk (M. Schoeser). JF08:21–22

SETRER, JO ANNE
Doggie Bags—for Dogs! SO06:36–38 [4]

SHANGOLD, JUDITH
Little-Sew Lacy Vest on a Simple Loom. MJ11:56–58 [RH, 2]
Mesa Tapestry Vest. SO11:34, 65 [RH, 2]
Splash! Jacket in Knitting Yarns. SO10:28–30 [RH, 2]
Add Beading to Fabric for Artful Showcase Fancy Yarns in Starry Night
Two Blocks of Doubleweave on Four Thrums Are the Crumbs of Thread,
A Tale of Two Weavings. (Endnotes)

Small-Scale Velvet for an Evening Bag.

Showing Off Novelty Yarns.

Book Review.

Forward Thinking
Warp-Faced Rosepath Rugs: Flowers
Felted Hat and Purse.

A Felted Bench Bag for Your Weaving

Book Review.

SOLBRIG, DOROTHY

SARACINO

SOCHOCKY, ARLEY,

SMITH, MIMI

SMAYDA, NORMA
Soy Silk and Bamboo Scarf. *F05*:36–38 [8]

SMITH, MIMI
Warp-Faced Rosepath Rugs: Flowers for Floors. *S05*:66–69

SOCHOCKY, ARLEY, and ADRIA SARACINO
Forward Thinking *M08*:64–65

SOLBRIG, DOROTHY
Designing with Twill for a Winning Ruana. *JF06*:52–54 [8]

SPADY, ROBYN
Showing Off Novelty Yarns. *M08*:30–33
A Tale of Two Weavings. (Endnotes) *JF07*:96

Thurs Are the Crumbs of Thread, and Crumbs Are the Thruhs of Bread. *MA11*:68–69
Two Blocks of Doubleweave on Four Shafts for Table Mats. *ND11*:42–44 [4]

SPENCER, HAZEL

SQUIRE, ANN

STAFF-KOETTER, SANDRA

STAFF-KOETTER, SANDRA, and REBECCA LAURENCE

STAHLE, YVONNE
Overshot Gets a Makeover: It’s All about Color. *MA07*:52–54 [4]

STAHLE, YVONNE, with HELEN MCKEE

STEWARD, PATRICIA, and JUDITH YAMAMOTO
Two Piano Keyboard Scarves in Doubleweave. *ND11*:64–67 [8]; correction *JF12*:73

STOLLBERG, BARBARA
Two Shadow Weave Rugs on One Warp. *ND05*:60–62 [4]

STOLT, LUCY, JULIE HURD, SANDY BRAGG, and JANICE COOK

STRAWN, SUSAN
Book Review. *Threads of Gold: Chinese Textiles Ming to Ch’ing* (P. Haig and M. Shelton). *MA08*:22
Book Review. *Unwrapping the Textile Traditions of Madagascar* (G. Kusimba et al., eds.). *MA06*:22

SUNDQUIST, WENDY

SVENSON, MARY JANE
Jacket with Digitized Photos of Insects. *JF11*:29

TARDY, VICKI
Book Review. *Happy Weaving from Yarn Magazine* (L. Johansson and C. Bosson, eds.). *SO05*:20
Elegant Silk Scarf. *MA06*:40–42 [8]
A Run of Linen Runners on the Same Warp. *MU05*:52–55 [8]

TARRES, BONNIE

TAYLOR, MIRIAM
Book Review. *Ann Sutton (D Sheehan and S. Tebby).* *JF05*:20–21

TAYLOR, NANCY

TEDDER, LYNN
Book Review. *Forgotten Pennsylvania Textiles of the 18th and 19th Centuries* (M. Thompson et al.). *MA06*:21
Book Review. *Pattern Techniques for Handweavers (D. Keabey)*. *SO06*:20
CD Review. *Mary Meigs Atwater Recipe Book: Patterns for Handweavers (J. Eatough, Compiler).* *MU05*:20–21
Corkscrew Weave for Pillows: Twill with a Twist. *SO05*:70–73 [4, 8]
Is There a Right Side? *JF06*:35
Learn with a Sampler in Linen and Huck Lace. *JF06*:44–47 [8]
The Poncho Is Back! *MA05*:33
A Rose by Any Other Name is a Snowball? *MA07*:31
Weaving with Linen without Tears! *MU05*:42–43

TEDDER, LYNN, and TOM KINSELY
Revising the Shawl Towel. *MA06*:60–63 [8]

TENNEY, KAREN
Best Kitchen Fabrics: Towels and Dishcloths. *MU08*:40–41 [4, 6]


THOMPSON, ANITA
Samples Can Be Beautiful—Turn Yours into Heirloom Accessories! *MU10*:40–42 [8]

THOMPSON, MARJIE

TORGOW, JOAN
Street Scenes Table Setting. *JF07*:56–58 [8]

TOTTEN, DIANE
Night at the Opera Jacket. *SO11*:28, 57–58 [16]

TOTTENHAM, MARTHA, KATE LANGE-MCKIBBEN, and FRAN MOORE

TOWNSEND, PATRICIA
A Taste of Weaving. (Endnotes) *M06*:96

TRACY, NANCY

TREGEAGLE, JEANETTE

UNDERWOOD, MARY

VAGHY, NANCY, KEN ALLEN, and KAREN FOLLAND

VAN DER HOOGT, MADELYN
Adapting Projects. *ND06*:14
Are You Using the Wrong Shuttle? *ND08*:14
Best Block-Weaving Practices. *ND11*:27

Book Review. *The Big Book of Weaving (L. Lundell with E. Windsjo).* *MU08*:20–21